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Abstract

Psychotherapy theoretically comprises the dienfs enduring core relationship theme

(transfermce pattern), and the therapeutic relationship (alliance). In a confirmatory

single-case quantitative analysis, using the Revised Core Conflictual Relationship Theme

(CCRT) method and therapy session transcripts as data, independent raters reliably

measured a clienfs early CCRT (problem), the alliance (treatrnent), and the later CCRT

(outcome). After 40 sessions, the CCRT remained unchanged inpattern, butchanged in

peruasiaeness. Effect sizes replicated the group outcomes of the Penn Psychotherapy

Projech decreases in the client's negative responses of self (RSs) (- .87 SD) and negative

resPonses from others (ROs) (-.40 SD); and increases in positive RSs (+ .46 SD) and

positive ROs (+ 1,.47 SD). Correlation patterns suggest that a positive therapeutic

alliance is associated with clinically significant improvements in the clienfs CCRT.
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So we beat ory boats against the current, borne back
ceaselessly into the past.

-The Great Gatsby
(F. Scott Fitzgerald, 192511986, p. 1,82)

The great events of world history are at bottom profoundly unimportant. In the
last analysis, the essential thing is the life of the individual. This alone
makes history; here alone do the great transformations take place . . . in our
most private and most subjective lives we are not only the passive witnesses of
our age, and its sufferers, but also its makers.

-Ciuilizatiott in Trattsitiott
(Carl fung, 1934 I 7970, p. 749)

All actual life is encounter.

-I øttd Tlnu
(Martin Buber, 1,92311970, p.62)
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Preface

The idea that earlier interpersonal relationships exert an influence on later

relationships is one of the oldest ideas in psychology. Expressed in another n ay, there

has been a perennial belief in Shakespeare's famous observation that "all the world's a
stage": Like stage directors, we often cast new individuals, acquaintances, and

significant others in the roles of important people from the past. AIso, like actors, we

sometimes play out these roles (often unwittingly) in the scenarios of other people in our

lives. Freud (189511955) was perhaps the first to observe this phenomenon-emerging

during psychoanalysis - noting how his patients frequently came to regard him as they

did important figures from their earlier lives. Considerable empirical evidence suggests

that individuals develop internal representations of interpersonal relationships

(relational schemas) to navigate their social worlds (Baldwin, 7gg2), and that this occurs

largely in an effort to fulfill the fundamental human need for interpersonal relatedness

(Baumeistet &.Leary,7995). In this effort, both positive and negative interpersonal

patterns - guided by relational schemas - tend to persist or transfer across

relationships; this process is referred to as trønsference.

Psychotherapy is inherently interpersonal. Moreover, psychotherapy is one of the

few contexts distinguished by three important features. Firs! the development and

dissolution of an interpersonal relationship is designed to occur. Second, this

relationshiP may span periods of time as brief as ten hours over ten weeks (as in short-

term theraPy) to those as long as thousands of hours over several years (as in classical

psychoanalysis). Third, one participant in the relationship (the therapist) is singularly

focused on the development of the other participant (the client). Thus, the therapeutic

relationship presents investigators with a special opportunity to naturalistically study

two focal interpersonal processes: (a) how one person's (the client's) relational schemas

influence his or her participation in a new relationship (the therapeutic relationship or

ølliance), and (b) how that new relationship influences the person's preexisting relational

schemas. This reciprocal interpersonal process is the central focus of this thesis.
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Chapter One
Transference and Alliance: Introduction and Overview

Reseørch Questions ønd Thesis Ooeraieza

This thesis investigates three questions concerning psychotherapy: (a) What is the

nature of the transference pattern (clinical problem)? (b) How does the alliance influence

the transference pattern (treatment process)? and (c) What happens to the transference

pattern following psychotherapy (clinical outcome)? In this chapter, hypotheses

concerning these questions are dralrryr from from the literafure.

In Chapter 2, the research questions are framed by a broader review of the

literature, followed by a discussion of the conceptual foundations of the research

methodology in Chapter 3, and a description of the research method in Chapter 4. In

Chapter 5 the study's findings are presented. Finally, a general discussion of the

findings in Chapter 6 concludes the thesis.

What is the Nature of the Transference Pattern?

The relationøI schemø hypothesis. A century ago, Freud (189517955) introduced

the concept of trønsfrence, the idea that patterns from important earlier relationships are

frequently repeated in current relationships. Thus, the concept is as old as modern

psychotherapy itself. In the decades rvhich followed Freud, conceptions of transference

proliferated, leading to widespread confusion about the meaning of the term: "As with

many other analytic concepts introduced by Freud, what appeared to be relatively

simple in the begrnning now turns out to be very complicated indeed" (Sandler, Holder,

Kan'enoka, Kennedy, & Neurath,'J..969, p. 637). Thus, to the present day, there is no

general consensus as to how transference should be defined (Henry, Strupp, Schacht, &

Gaston, 1994).

Initially, Freud (790511953) focused on the transference neurosis, the irrational

displacement of the patient's relationship patterns to the relationship with the therapist.

Over time, it became apparent that Freud came to favor a broader definition of the

concept, rt'herein the therapeutic relationship is but one of many current relationships

which recapitulate earlier-often maladaptive-interpersonal patterns; in shorÇ
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transference rvas viewed as universal, dominating interpersonal relationships (Freud,

t9L217958). This broader definitiory traditionally termed character transference (Sandler

et al., 7969), has been the most widely used. Moreover, recent theoreticall

developments and empirical studies make a compelling case for this definition.

Hereafter, the term transference refers to character transference. Freud's hypothesis (in

modern terms, the reløtional schema hypothesis) that the transference pattern constitutes

an enduring structure of personality is tested in the study described later in this thesis.

The Alliønce Betueen Clíent ønd Therapist

The second key concept is the therapeutic ølliance, originally described as a

positive transference (Freud, L91211958), a facilitative patient-therapist relationship

rvhich drew upon prior caring relationships in the patient's early life. Eventually the

concept developed into a therapeutic relationship which had less to do with

relationships from the patient's past, and more to do with the reality-based, here-and-

now transactions with the therapist. In Freud's final worþ in addition to the

reenactment of the patient's life story during therapy (transference), it is clear that he

viewed an alliance with the conscious, healthy portion of the patient's psyche as an

absolute necessity for therapeutic change (Freud, 794011964).

Over the next several decades, writers from the psychoanalytic tradition were

primarily responsible for the theoretical development of the alliance concept; to the

presenÇ this has been variously referred to as the ego allia¡ce (Sterba, I9M), the

therapeutic alliance (zetzel,7956), the helping alliance (Luborsky, 1.926), and the

working alliance (Bordin, L979; Greenson, 7965). At present, the alliance enjoys the

twofold distinction of being one of the most widely researched clinical constructs (see

Horvath & Greenberg, L994, for a review of this literature) and one of the best predictors

of outcome across several brands of psychotherapy (Henry et al., 1994; Orlinsky,

Grawe, & Parks, L994). Among integrative and kanstheoretical perspectives (e.g.,

Norcross & Goldfried, !992), the alliance has been the focus of much excited discussion.

1 PerhaPs due to early difficulties in reliably measuring the transference construct (Seitz, 1,966),
most of the development of the construct has been theoretical, rather than empirical. One
review estimates the ratio of theoretical to empirical articles to be 500 to 1 (Henry et a1.,1994).
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It should be noted that although a conceptual distinction2 has been drawn

between transference and alliance, particularly since Greenson's (1965) influential paper,

in practice the two may be inseparable:

Although it is clear that we can distinguish between the treatment alliance and what
we normally call transference, there can be little doubt that the success or failure of a
treatment alliance depends, among other things, on the existence of what Greenacre
(7954) has called a 'basic' or 'primary' transference. . . . The point we wish to
emphasize is that even though we may (and from a technical point of view, shottld)
contrast the treatment alliance with transference, ø form of trønsfa'ence itself appears
to be an essential ingredient of the treatment alliance [emphasis added]. Indeed, the
phrase 'positive transference' has often been used to denote the establishment of the
basic transference to which Greenacre refers. (Sandler et al., 1969, p.6/^l)

The Transference Pøttern in the Therøpeutic Relationship

Immediate tts. etnetgent perspectia¿s. Following Freud (I91T lLg6g) some

theoretical writers have also been convinced that transference is present in the very first

meeting with the therapist. Many years ago, for example, British analyst Ella Freeman

Sharpe (1930) observed, "Transference begins with the very first analytical session . . .

just because everyone has thoughts about another human being when brought into close

contact" (quoted in Sandler et al., 1969, p.636). More contemporary writers agree with

this view, hereafter termed the immediate transference perspective (Davanloo, 1980; Gill,

1982; Strupp & Binder, 7984): This asserts that transference shapes the form of the

alliance from the begiruring of psychotherapy. In contrast, others consider transference

as emerging much later in therapy (M. J. Horowitz, 1986; Mann, 7973; Sifneos,7979).

From this perspective, the therapeutic relationship is processed more transferentially as

the patient and therapist become closer to one another over time. This assertion, that

transference shapes the alliance much later in therapy, is hereafter termed the emergent

transference perspective.

The handful of extant empirical sfudies of transference tends to corroborate the

latter position, with the content of narratives told by the patient about the therapist

coming to resemble narratives about other people in the patienfs life (Crits-Christoph,

2-As for empirical distinctions, Henry et al (7994) could locate only a single study (Gaston, 1990)
directly comparing the two constructs: Here reliable transference ratings were uñcorrelated
with reliable therapeutic and working alliance ratings (rs =.05 and.l7,p t .05).
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Demoresf & Corurolly, 7990; Fried, Crits-Christoph, & Luborsky, 1992). This is

consistent with several other sfudies which have shown that "people process

information about close relationship partners differently from the way they process

information about strangers or distant acquaintances" (Baumeister & Leary, 7995, p.

503). No empirical evidence exists for the immediate transference perspective.

Furthermore, almost no research has looked beyond the narrative level to the behavioral

interaction of the client's transference pattern and the therapeutic alliance.

Hout Does the AIIiønce Influence the Trønsference Pøttern?

The interpersonøl process perspectiae. The considerable amount of research on

the alliance has led to the publication of several empirically-supported treatment

manuals that all, to differing degrees, focus intervention around the patient's

relationship with the therapist (Benjamin,l993b; Luborsky, 1984;Safran & Segal, 1990;

Strupp & Binder, L9&4;Weiss, L993). These all share the general view that positive

client-therapist interactions (rather than specific therapist techniques) are the primary

determinants of positive therapeutic outcome. This view can be termed the interpersonal

process perspective on the alliance (after Henry & Strupp, 1994).

According to this perspective, there are two important therapeutic goals

(Benjamin, L993b; Stttpp & Binder, Lg84). The first goal is to facilitate the client's

awareness and learning (i.e., insight) regarding the self-defeating interpersonal patterns,

thus improving the client's ability to change his or her contribution to these patterns.

Without an increased awareness of the self-defeating rycle, the client will remain an

unwitting participant in that cycle.

The alliønce trønsfer hypothesis. The second goal is to provide the client with

nert'interpersonal experiences that disconfirm the client's maladaptive rycle. This in

turn, it is hypothesized, elicits new more adaptive behaviors in the client and

subsequently generalizes to the client's other significant relationships, through the same

transferential process that originally led to the clienfs distress. That is, the

interpersonal process of the alliance is directly internalized (Henry &. Strupp, 1994;

Orlinsky, Geller, Tarragona, & Farber, 1993)). Extant evidence relates this process to
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positive changes in clients'relational schemas (introjects), symptoms, and psychological

functioning (Harrist Quintana, strupp, & Henry, 1994;Henry, schacht, & strupp, 1990;

Quintana & Meara, 1990). Hereafter, this proposed pattern of change3 is termed the

allianc e tr an sfer hyp othesis.

A corollary to the second therapeutic goal is that if the therapist is unwittingly

drawn into the maladaptive interpersonal drama that constitutes the client's problern,

and recapitulates the negative actions of others in the clienfs life, problem resolution

becomes difficult, if not impossible (Strupp & Binder, 198Ø'). There is empirical support

for this theory of negative outcome. For example, in her extensive review of the

interpersonal relationship literature, Berscheid (L994) reports that "the general finding

[is] that people are unlikely to turn the other cheek when their partner has behaved

badly" (p. 9a). That is, negative behaviors on the part of one person in a relationship

are associated with reciprocal negative behaviors from the other; in short, negative

interpersonal patterns are perpetuated. From the therapy process-outcome literature, it
has become increasingly apparent that a little bit of negative process can go a long way

in producing negative outcomes (Henry & Strupp, L994).

An unusual feature of the transference literafure is a near-complete absence of

empirical studies comparing formulations of the patient's central relationship patterns

with the alliance (therapeutic process): the relationship patterns that are enacted

between patient and therapist (cf. Henry et al., 1994). Extant research (Crits-Christoph

etal., 1990;Friedetal., 1992)has tendedtofocusonthe content of thepatient's

communications. An exception is Hartley's (1991) study, which used Benjamin's (lg74)

Structural Analysis of Social Behavior for such a comparisorL and found evidence of

transference enactments in the therapeutic relationship during later sessions, implying

little impact of the alliance on the transference pattern. No studies have examined

patient-therapist transactions in the very first sessions of therapy, nor have any studies

examined transactional patterns which lead to the excellent predictions of outcome by

alliance measures made in the third and fifth sessions (Henry & Strupp, !994;Luborsky,

7994). Thus, among the highest future research priorities outlined by prominent

3 The more general process has been variously referred to as introjectiort (Henry & Strupp, 1994),
ittternalizatiott,interiorizatiort,andidentification (see Orlinsky et al., 1993 ior a reviìw).
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resea¡chers in the field is the investigation of transference at the level of psychotherapy

process-the comparison of "acfual. enactments of relationship eaents betueen patient and

therapist in the session with the usual narratiaes told to the therapist about relationship

euents" (Luborsþ, Popp, Luborsky, & Marþ 1994,pp.181-L82, emphasis in original).

This important transference-alliance comparison is made in the study reported later in

the present thesis: The therapeutic process and the transference pattern are compared

over time, in the early "critical period" (Henry & Strupp, 1994) at the beginning of

therapy, and in a later period,40 sessions after. In other words, this comparison tests

the alliance transfer hypothesis.

What Happens to the Transfercnce Pattern Follozaing psychotherapy?

The resolution hypothesis us. the stabíIity hypothesis. Clinical perspectives on

changes in the transference pattern over the course of psychoanalysis and

psychodynamic psychotherapy can be divided into two competing viewpoints (Crits-

Christoph & Luborsky ,7990). The first view, hereafter termed the resolution hypothesis,

asserts that, after psychotherapy, the transference patterns and the conflicts therein are

resolved (Davanloo,1980; Ekstein, 1956). The second view, hereafter termed the

støbility hypothesis, maintains that the transference pattern and its associatecl conflicts

remain, even following the most successful psychotherapy (Pfeffea L963; Schlessinger &

Robbins, 7975). Extant evidence supports the stability hypothesis (Baguet, Gerin, Sali,

& Marie-Cardine, 1984; Crits-Christoph & Luborsky, \990). These two competing

hypotheses are tested against one another in the study reported later in this thesis.

Chøpter Summøry

An important guiding assumption of this research is that the therapeutic

relationship follor,t's fundamental interpersonal principles that unclerlie other forms of

close relationship. In this chapter, the sfudy's theoretical framework was founded on

psychodynamic and interpersonal clinical traditions. Viewed from this theoretical

frameworþ the therapeutic relationship was seen to compris e (a) transference, the

implicit influence of previous relationships, and (b) alliance, the influence of the actual
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client-therapist relationship. Vien'ed from the interpersonal process perspective,

changes in the clienfs interpersonal strucfure (consisting of internal representations and

behavior, i.e., the transference pattern) are associated with the construction of a net /

transference pattern - that of a positive alliance - which generalizes (that is, transfers)

to other current relationships. This construction occurs via interpersonal process, the

manner wherein the therapist and client relate to each other in the therapeutic

relationship. In other n'ords, the client's original transference pattern (clinical problem)

is influenced positively by the "transference" of the therapeutic alliance (treatment

process) into the client's other relationships, leading to positive changes in the

transference pattern (clinical outcome). In the next chapter, this framework is grounded

in basic psychological findings drawn from developmental, interpersonal, and social

cognitive approaches.
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Chapter Two
Review of the Literature: Further Research Foundations

First, some preliminary assertions: Scientific understanding of psychotherapy rt'ill

advance if the field conceptualizes psychotherapy as an essentially interpersonal

phenomenon and attends to the theoretical and hypothesis validity of its investigations,

paying special attention to the theoretical congruence of its methocls. Moreover, all

psychotherapy research should be grounded in psychological research.4

Because the psychological resea¡ch relevant to psychotherapy is potentially

enorrnous, this review relies heavily on a number of recent and extensive reviews of

empirical studies. To understand kansference and alliance in psychotherapy, it is useful

to review our flrrrent general state of knowledge regarding how (and why) individuals

develop interpersonal relationships, hor,r' they represent, think about, and maintain these

relationships, and how these relationships núght best be studied. The vast literature

explored in the following review originates from a wide array of theoretical traclitions:

psychoanalytic and psychodynamic, interpersonal and object relational, social

psychological and social cognitive. In recent years there has been much interest in

integrating several of these traditions, particularly psychodynamics and social cognition,

in spite of earlier doubts that psychoanalytic concepts could ever be scientifically

studied (Grtinbaum, L984; Popper, 1963).

The Not-So-Great Diaide? Psychodynamics and Social Cognition

Nearly half a century ago, Dollard and Miller (1950) published a groundbreaking

attempt at reconciling psychoanalytic ancl behaviorist perspectives on personality and

psychotherapy. For reasons lost to history, their work was mysteriously abandoned

(Erdelyi, 1994). In recent years, similar efforts have been made towarcl integrating

psychodynamic and cognitive approaches (Epstein, 1994;M. J. Horowitz,199r). An

important development of the cognitive revolution in psychology was the

4 Some arguments behind these assertions are discussed in Appendix A, placing the present
research in broader perspective. Readers may find it useful to consider how psychotherapy
research came to develop as an area of scientific inquiry. Several lessons have become apparent
as the field approaches maturity. New questions and, more importantly, new ways of
answering those questions, have emerged (see Appendix A).
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reconsideration of the concept of the unconscious (Bon'ers & Meichenbaum, L9M), a

concept cmcial to the advance of psychology (Kihlstr om,1987). Recent commentary in

a special issue of the lournal of Personalify suggests that these integrative efforts hold

muchpromise:

The point is that at its most general level of explanatiory psychoanalytic theory
doesn't look much different from other psychological theories of mind and behavior.
Of course, at this level the theory is also untestable. But it is not untestable in
principle: Nestled under the metapsychological propositions is a hierarchy of general,
specific, and empirical propositions which are increasingly amenable to testing by
means of conventional scientific procedures (Kihlstrom, 1994, p.686).

Though the irony may not be immediately apparent, mainstream psychology,s
prodigal re-embracing of mentalistic theories has confirmed the worst fears of the
behaviorist tradition. Considering the meaning of a stimulus for the individual when
attempting to predict the person's behavior inevitably opens the floodgates for the
study of such decidedly messy topics as wants, needs, and conflicts - the things most
people say are most important to them, and, perhaps not coincidentally, the stuff of
psychoanalytic theory. (Straumary 1994, p.452)

Coupled with his emphases on transference, identification and introjection, the effects
of the family social drama on the formation of personality, and interpersonal (hence
social) psychotherapy whose ultimate goal is the "re-education of personality" - all
cognitive Processes with social underpirnings - one would be inclined to conceive of
Freud as a trailbla zer oÍ social cognition. Since this is hardly the received view - why
is it not? I must begin my commentary by challenging the premise implicitly espoused
. . . that a conceptual divide exists between "psychodynamics" and "social cognìtion."
At the manifest level no divide exists and no bridges (interfaces, etc.) need to be built.
All that is needed is the abandonment of artificial barriers, which, having no logical
merit can be understood only in terms of latent agendas (Erdelyi, 1994, p. 669-670).

This is not to argue that a rapprochement has occuïïed, as Strauman (1994) observed:

"It would be erroneous, of course/ to presume a greater degree of convergence and

agreement betn'een the schools (not to mention utithin each school) than is actually the

case" (p. 454). what seems to have been the case was a psychology marked by "petty

provincialisms" \4'hich had little to do with substantive issues:

Perhaps there is a distinction, but one that is methodological rather than conceptual:
The psychodynamic tradition arose from the clinic, the social cognition one from the
laboratory. . . . In any case, whatever held in the past, the clinical and experimental
arenas are converging and, at least logically, need not be distinct, . . . quantification and
methodology are no longer the privileged preserve of traditional laboratory scientists;
except for their goals, the laboratory and the clinic are not formally distincl (even if in
practice they usually are), and so a distinction between psychodynamics and social
cognition riding on a clinical-laboratory dissociation is tenuous, ururecessary, and
lacking a future. (Erdelyi, 1994, pp.676-6T8)
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(Erclelyi's comments also speak to arother apparent divide in our discipline: The divide

between science and practice in clinical psychology; this important issue is discussed

further in Appendix B.)

Recent reinterpretations of kansference from information-processing perspectives

(Singea 1985,7988; Westen, L988,1997) are further indications of the not-so-great

divide between the two traditions. In fact, as the 1980s began, when psychologists n ere

rediscovering the centrality of affect, zajonc (1980) made an interesting

acknowledgement in his influentiat paper:

I began this paper with a quotation f¡om Wundt, and it must be apparent that another
spirit has emerged as I have developed my arguments - that of Freud. The separation
of affect and cognition, the dominance and primary of affective reactions, anðtheir
ability to influence responses when ordinary perceptual recognition is at chance level
are all very much in the spirit of Freud, the champion of the unconscious . (p.772)

Thus, as psycholog.y recovered its mind in the 1960s and 70s, and recovered its heart in

the 1980s, the way was paved for the scientific sfudy of transference and alliance, two

of the cornerstones of psychoanalytic theory.

Tr ønsfer en c e øn d Int er p er s o n øI Re I øti o nshí p s

Interpersonal needs. Psychotherapy is nÌany things. Perhaps first and foremost,

it is a human relationship, most often betr,r'een a patient and therapist. Thus, it is useftrl

to review what is currently known about the nafure of interpersonal relationships. Long

before psychology emerged as a formal discipline, people have considered the nature of

hunran relatedness, recently termed belongingne.ss (Baumeister & Leary, Lggs).

Baumeister and Leary proposed that the need to belong consists of frequent

interpersonal interactions marked by a stable, emotional bond. Their formulation differs

from classical psychodynamic theory (and Bowlby's early attachment theory) in that

primary is not necessarily solely accorded to early infant-caregiver relationships.

Rather, the need to belong may be derived from and extend to other interpersonal

relationshiPs over the life span. Their position is similar to that of Harry Stack Sullivan
(1953), who argued that human personality development and change is quintessentially

interpersonal, and that of contemporary attachment theorists (Ainsworth, L9B9;

Bowlby, 1988). After a comprehensive review of the literature, Baumeister and Leary
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drer,t'conclusions that have fa¡-reaching implications for psychology, especially for the

study of psychotherapy:

At present it seems fair to conclude that human beings are fundamentally and
pervasively motivated by a need to belong, that is, by a strong desire to iorm and
maintain enduring interpersonal attachments. People seek frequent, affectively
positive interactions within the context of long-term, caring relationships. As a
speculative Point of theory or impressionistic observatiory the need to bèlong is not a
new idea; indeed, we noted a variety of previous psychological theorists wño have
proposeditinoneformoranother. What is nno, hozoeuer, is the existence of a large

lody of entpit'icøI eaidence utitlt uthich to eaaluate thøt lry¡totltesis. Ifpsycholofr,
has erred with regard to the need to belong, in our view, the èrror has not-beln to dãny
the existence of such a motive so much as to underappreciate it. . . . The desire for
interpersonal attachment may well be one of the most far-reaching and integrative
constructs currently available to understand human nature. (Baumeister &.Leary,1995,
p. 522, emphasis added)

In an independent review, Berscheid (1994) drew essentially similar conclusiols, that

an individual's security orientation may reflect the individual's current relationship
experiences as much as a chronic security disposition. . . . [An] array of theories and
evidence on security and trust strongly suggests that expectations concerning whether
care will be received from the relationship partner in response to need may-be a.,
important component of most relationship schemas. It may even be the central
component - one that is present in every developed relationship schema and one that
r,r'ill exert special influence on all other components of the schem a" (pp. 702-104).

Berscheid's conjecture, that belongingness is central in our mental representations

(schemas) of relationships is explored further in the next section. Before leavi¡g the

topic of belongingness, it is important to also realize that many forms of psychological

disturbance can be understood as the outcome of failures in belongingness:

Deprivation of stable, good relationships has been linked to a large array of aversive
and pathological consequences. People who lack belongingness suffer high levels of
mental and physical illness and are relatively highly prone to a broad rãnge of
behavioral problems, ranging from traffic accidents to criminality to suicidl. Some of
these findings may be subject to alternative explanations, and for some the direction of
causality has not been established; however, the weight of evidence suggests that the
lackof belongingness is a primary cause of multiple and diverse problemã.- . . .

Furthermore, a great deal of neurotic, maladaptive, and destructive behavior seems to
reflect either desperate attempts to establish o¡ maintain relationships with other
people or sheer-frustration and purposelessness when one's need to belong goes unmet.
(Baumeister & Leary, 1995, pp.511, 521)

Never before has there been better empirical evidence for the belongingness hypothesis.

An important implication is that any fufure account of human development and

disturbance will be seriously flan'ed if the belongingness hypothesis does not occupy a

central explanatory role. For the present purposes, the theoretical implication is that the
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need to belong is cnrcial in understanding rvhy transference, the influence of one,s

interpersonal past on the interpersonal presenÇ occurs: Transference can be understood

as a (fallible) process for maintaining interpersonal relatedness. The practical

implication is that psychotherapy, as it has been conceptualized in this thesis, seeks to

amend failures in human relatedness through a relational process of learning (i.e.,

relearning, unlearning). Because such learning involves processes of representation,

cognition, and emotion, it is useful to review the literafure on how people think and feel

about relationships.

Trønsference ønd SociøI Cognition

Social cognition as a field of inquiry preceded what came to be known as the

cognitive revolution in psychology (Schneide¡ 7997). From the 1920s until the 1950s,

social cognition favored a "soft" approacþ emphasizing conscious experience and

structural explanations. As the cognitive revolution gained prominence, social cognition

adopted the "hard" approach of its sister subdiscipline, emphasizing the

tnicroprocessing of information. At present, social cognition appears to have the best of

both worlds, "the rigor of hard social cognition and the focused attention to the social

rt'orlds fostered by the older, soft approach" (Schneider, 1991, p. 555).

Thus, investigators ¿ìre in an excellent position for finding out how people think
about their relationships. Because thinking is for cloing (S. T. Fiske , LggZ) ancl ',social

understanding operates in the service of social interaction" (Berschei d,,Igg4, p. 84), it
has been proposed that people may often represent their social world in terms of the

kinds of relationships they have with others (4. p. Fiske, Haslam, & Fiske, rggr).

Hon'ever, recent work in social cognition "has largely neglected the impact of internally

represented interpersonal information, . . . with research choosing instead to focus on the

perception of self and other persons in isolation." (Baldr,t'in, L992, p. a61,)

Interpersonal cognition. Placed in the context of attachment theory, the schemaS

concept-generically defined as a cognitive representation or knowledge strucfure which

guides information processing and resultant action (Bartlett, I93l)-.provides a useful

starting point for understanding interpersonal cognition.

5 See Singer and Salovey (1991) for a review of the numerous variations in defining this concept.
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Because the construction of the self occurs in a social context (Hartea 1983;

Sroufe, 1990), the nature of the infant's interpersonal relationships is p¿u¿unount in the

consolidation of identity. In the primary context of human relationships during the first

three years of.life, the child develops a sense of his or her body, self-worth, and

competence (Bowlby, 1988). Over time, the developing infant begins to tacitly extract

and abstract relational schemas from repeated interactions with attachment figures

(Safran, 199,0a; Stern, 1985). As the individual develops from infanry into aclulthood,

these schemas function as working models for maintaining relatedness, a process that is,

as discussed in the previous section, inherently biological and survival-oriented (Bowlby,

1988; Greenberg & safran, 1987). The establishment in the infant's mind of an

emotionally secure relationship rt'ith the primary caregiver or attachment figure serves as

a "secure base" from which the infant can explore and elaborate working models of self

and intimate other, as r,t'ell as the r,r'orld the infant occupies (Ainsworth, Blehar, Waters,

& Wall, L979;BowLby,1979). Further, these (primarily unconscious or tacit) models or

schemas of self, other, and the world become increasingly resistant to change with the

confirmation of experience, accelerating as the child becomes a more active participant

in selecting ancl creating his or her environment (Bor,t'Iby,1988;Sroufe, 7987). Thus the

central theoretical idea

is that people develop working models of their relationships that function as cognitive
maps to help them navigate their social world. These cognitive structures are
hypothesized to include images of self and other, along with a script for an expected
pattern of interaction, derived through generalization from repeated similar
interpersonal experiences. (Baldwiry 1992, p. 462)

After an extensive revien' of the literature, Baldrt'in (rg9z) conclucles:

Although there are some critical differences among the models reviewed [symbolic
interactionist, social psychological, object relational, and interpersonal], the
commonality of perspective is remarkable. Most of the writers agree that people
develop cognitive maps, representational worlds, or working models to navigãte their
social environment. (p. +øZ¡

This conclusion can be related to the essential process described in the previous section

on interpersonal relationship research, the belongingness construc! and their

implications for clinical practice. safran (1990a) provides a suilunary:

' . ' a Person's maladaptive interactional patterns persist because they are based upon
working models of interpersonal relationships that are consistently confirmed by ihe
interpersonal consequences of his or her own behavior. One's interpersonal schemas

't4
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shape the perception of the interpersonal world
a nd b eha viors, ;ùã ; ä., r,"þ 

",r,; il;;'liî,ï:.Jffi:lï:,0::i; åT hr", " "working moder. There tr, ,lu,rl a-serÊpe¡petua ingcognitirr_r;;;rì:)), sonar cycre. . . thepsychologically maladiusted..indivia.ial irasirativery. negative uia'.igia beriefsabout the characteristit! 
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" 
¿; r, äph a s is i,,' " -

Implicit intetpersonal cognitíon' Animportant aspect of interpersonal cognitio'is t¡r'orth emphasizin$' Green'r'ald and Banaji (7ggs)have recently drawn attention toconsiderable evidence corroborating the related idea that sociar behavior often operates' in an implicit or unconscious marurer:

The signature^of implicit-"og-.ti1rr is that traces of past experience affect someperformancu' 
1,"utt.t:ho'gh tfi" influential earrì". ã.p*r"ncé is not remembered in the

usuar sense - that is, it ii;;;;ìË*ä;*:;Litr 
or introspection. (pp. ¡r_5)

Implications of this phenomenon for the sfudy of transference are made crearer in theirconcept of ímplicit attitucles' defined as "introspectively u'identified (or inaccurateryidentified) traces of past experience that mediate favorable or unfavorable feering,though! or action toward social objects,, (p. g). Thus, transference can be thought of asone exarrrPle of a larger class of implicit attitudes. Moreover, the concep t of immeeliatetrarsfere'ce can be thought of as one example of implicit instant attitudes,the ,,'ear-
immediate liking or dislike for a novel olrject on first encounter with it,, (Gree.r,r,ard &Banaji, 799s, p.10). That is, an individuars first e'counter with a person who hasnever been met before is infruenced by the individual,s previous i'terpersonalrelationships' By subsuming affect under the heacri'g of impricit cognition, Greenwardand Banaji evince an earlier time in psychology, whe' the disciprine was rediscoveringthe importance of affect in understanding human nature. It has been knortn for sometime that affective reactions can occur without i'trospection, that ,,prefererlces 

'eed 
noinfererìces,, (Zajonc, 1980) :

The evolutionary origins of affective reactions that point to their survivar varue, their
distinctive f¡eedtm rï"- ,tì""tiuu 

"o.,,ror,äi;;"I;-the imporrance of affectivej,ii'il::::ons ror ril;ili;ì;;ui. ,r,""*îuäi,#r,î, 
""tion that arrect can recruit _divorced,:;ffiiiiä::Tlg"',år"::f 

!:;*.;:;,1r*¡i¡:.,j"å,:ilii#:î: j;cognitive anarysis or *r" p.or u"ä'cons ofihei. u.ri"rï.' @. 172)
In this regard" the underþi'g process of implicit sociar cognition is not new. what is

15
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nen'is its encompassing of feeling, thinking, and behavior, its extension into the

interpersonal realm, and its corroboration by considerable evidence (Bornstein &

Pittman, 1992; Greenwald, 1992; Kihlstrom, 1gS7).

Chøpter Summøry

Because the need for relatedness is fundamental, individuals develop relational

schemas to navigate their social u'orld in search of this relatedness. In this effort, both

positive and negative interpersonal patterns - guided by interpersonal or relational

schemas - tend to persist or transfer in an implicit fashion across relationships in a

ryclical, often self-defeating marìner; this process is the essence of transference.

TheoreticøI Summøry

The present theoretical framework can be summarized as a series of seven tenets:

1. The need for belongingness is a fundamental human motivation (Ainsrn'orth,

1989; Baumeister Ex Leary, l-995; Berscheid, 1994; Bowlby, 1988).

2. When this need is insufficiently met, disturbance and maladjustment tend to

follow (Baumeister & Leary, 1995; Bowlby, 1-988).

3. An individual's efforts to sustain this need are played out across different

relationships over the life span, from which the individual abstracts relational schemas

or transference patterns (Baldlt'in, L992; Bon'lby, 1988; Luborsky & Crits-Christoph,

7990; Safran,7990a; Stern, 1985) vr'hich tend to be unconscious, inaccessible to

introspection (Baldwin,7992; Greenwald & Banaji, L995).

4. An individual's efforts to sustain these needs can become maladaptive when

behaviors which n'ere adaptive in earlier contexts are unn'ittingly transferred to newer,

inappropriate contexts, including the therapeutic relationship (Baumeister & Leary,

1995;Benjamin, 1993a; Safran, 7990a; Strupp & Binder, 1984).

5. These maladaptive efforts at sustaining relatedness c¿ur develop into a self-

propagating pattern or vicious rycle rt'hich becomes increasingly resistant to change and

thus, pervasive and longstanding (Henry & Strupp, 1994; Safran, !990a; Strupp, L986;

Wachtel, 7977, L987).
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6. Intermptions in this vicious interpersonal cycle can elicit nen'interpersonal

patterns, which may be more adaptive and need-fulfilling; if such intermptions occur

during psychotherapy, positive outcomes tend to follor¡" (Benjamin, 7993a; Henry &

Strupp, 7994; Safran, 7990b; Strupp, 1989).

7. Perpetuations of the rycle lead to increases in disturbance and maladjustment;

if such perpetuations occur during psychotherapp negative outcomes tend to follow

(Henry & Strupp, 1994).

Just as this theoretical framework has been empirically grounded in basic

psychological research in this chapter, the research method is conceptually grounded in

basic methodological tenets in the next chapter.
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Chapter Three

18

Conceptual Foundations of the Research Method

An analogy offered by wampold and colleagues (Lgg}) is a useful guide:

If a researcher uses a strong rope to lower himself or herself from theory to research
hypotheses to statistical hypotheses and finally to the results of a study, then he or
she will be able to climb back with the results so that a valid statement about theory
can be made. If the rope is fatally frayed at some point, the results picked up at the
bottom will be of little value (and may become burdensome weight) ior the return
journey. (p.367)

The Importance of Conceptual Congruence

A pererurial problem with much of the extant psychotherapy reseaïch involves the

conceptualization of the clinical problem, the treatment, and the clinical outcome

(Strupp, Schacht, & Henry, 1988). The traditional approach to describing the problem

has been ascribing a diagnostic category; sometimes various self-report measures are

used as well. The treatment often has no clear theoretical relationship to the way the

problem or the clinical outcome is concepfu alízed. Moreover, it is frequently unclear,

given a positive outcome, what it was about the treatment that brought about the effect.

The usual approach of correlating ratings of interventions on yet another measure with

outcome scores still fails to address the central problem: The lack of theoretical

coherencè between the separate measures. Within studies that have attempted the

Iattet, a further problem is that the measures of problem (P), treatment (T), and outcome

(O) are not at the same level of description, making the interpretation of the findings

difficult. St*Pp et al. (1988) make a convincing case for P-T-O congruence which

ProPoses tlmt tlrc irttelligibility of psychothera¡ty research is a function of the
sinùlarity, isonrcrphiart, 01' congruence anrcng Into ute conceptuølize and ineastn.e tlrc
clitúcøl problem (P), the processes of thera¡teutic clmnge (T), and tlrc clinical outcorrc
(O). . ..That is, therapeutic outcome should be characterized in the same form and
units of analysis as the clinical problem; and the language used to describe both the
problem and the outcome should lend itself to formulation of cogent theoretical links
among the problem, intervention process, and the therapeutic outcome. (p. 7, emphasis
in original)

When operationalizing a theoretical framework into research hypotheses, it is important

to preserve the integrity of that framervork as much as possible. This nìeans selecting

research measures which are concepfually congruent with the theory under investigation.
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M e øs uring Tr ønsfer e nc e

In recent years, methods for extracting the clienfs underlying patterns of

conflictual, maladaptive relationship patterns have proliferated. There are currently no

less than fifteen published approaches to measuring transference (see revien s by Barber

& Crits-Christoph, 1993;Henry et al., L994; and Luborsky et al., Iggg).

The core conflictual Reløtionship Theme (ccRT) method. of the major

approaches to formulating the client's pervasive relationsh-ip patterns (i.e., interpersonal

schemas), the first reliable measure was Luborsky's (7977) core conflictual relationship

theme (CCRT) method; since its inception, it has generated the lion's share of such

research (summarized in Luborsky & Crits-Christoph, L990). The method utilises (at

least 10) narratives-spontaneously tolcl by the client during therapy sessions-scored

for the three CCRT components: (a) wishes, intentions, or goals (Ws); (b) responses of

others (ROs); and (c) responses of self (RSs). The most recurrent componerÌts across

session narratives form the CCRT.

Recently, Luborsky, Barber, and Diguer (7992) reviewed the major observations

arising from the narrative as an observational unit for psychotherapy research. For the

present research, two of their higher-order conclusions are central. First, within the

narratives told by the client during therapy is embedde d a " general relationship pattern or

schema zuith structural or trsit-like propertiet" (p.ZBT, ernphasis in original).

Operationally, the CCRT is pervasive across narratives, has a lasting quality, occurs

across different states of mind (e.g., awake and in dreams), occurs both in and out of

session, and includes the therapeutic relationship.

Second, "the curatiae føctors in psychotherapy sre intimately inaolaed with the

content of the relationship narratizses" (p. 28S). The relative pervasiveness ancl valence of

the CCRT components change in the narratives of clients who benefit from

psychotherapy. While the client's Ws remain stable during therapy, the ROs and RSs

show a change from negative to positive (e.g., from rejection to acceptance). Moreover,

the closer the focus of the therapist's interventions on the CCRT, the better the client's

outcome (crits-Christoplu Barber, & Kurcias, 1993; Crits-Christoplu cooper, &

Luborsky, 1988). Clearly, this extensive body of research suggests both the promise of
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the client's narratives as units of study for psychotherapy resea¡ch and of the CCRT as

a guiding framework for research and practice. In recent worþ the CCRT method has

been extended by Crits-Christoph and colleagues (1990) into a new procedure,

described next.

The Quantitatioe Assessment of Interpersonøl Themes (QIIAINT) method. The

QUAINT method diverges from the original CCRT method in several ways. First, the

QUAINT method employs a list of standard cøtegories for the CCRT components; the

original CCRT method allowed judges to generate their own categories. The standard

categories consisted of 32 Ws, 30 ROs, and 29 RSs; these were developed to aid in

reliability studies of the CCRT by eliminating the problem of variations in r.t'ordings

between judges (see Luborsky & Crits-Christoph, 1990). Second, there is a difference in

the sampling of narratives: The initial QUAINT study (Crits-Christoph et al., !990)

identified a total of 150 acceptable narratives acïoss a 3l--session therapy, in contrast to

the minimum of 10 narratives utilised in the CCRT method, usually sampled in restricted

segments of the therapy. Third, all categories are rated on a 1 to 5 scale (I:not present,

S:strangl! present) for every narrative, rather than simply requiring the judgement of

presence or absence, as in the original CCRT method.

These changes to the original CCRT method presented nen, advantages as well as

limitations. Advantages included the presentation of a fuller range of possible

categories (r,r"hich had a tendenry of being restricted by judges not thinking about certain

potential categories), the use of a common language for rating, the ability to rate

categories on a continuous (vs. a dichotomous) scale, and the amenability of

quantitative ratings for more sophisticated data analysis. Limitations included the

restriction of content to the standarcl categories and the n ide range in reliability (.00 to

.92) of the categories. Regarding the latter, after retairúng only the categories with a

reliability of .50 or more, the final dataset in the initial QUAII{T study consisted of 20

ws,23 Ros, and 19 RSs, with median interjudge reliabilities of .69, .68, and, .67,

respectively (Crits-Christoph et al., 7990). The most recent version of the QUAII\üT

method now employs categories derived from Benjamin's (1993b) Stmctural Analysis of

social Behavior (crits-Ch¡istoph, Demorest, Muenz, & Baranacl<te, 1994).
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Two other important findings in the initial QUAINiT study r4'ere (a) supporting

evidence of the structural or trait-like properties of relationship themes (similar to the

CCRT findings) and (b) divergent evidence of complex and multiple relationship themes

in a single case (in contrast to the single, central relationship theme assumed by the

CCRT method). The question of n'hether single or multiple formulations are nÌore

predictive of outcome has yet to be empiricatly addressed.

Finally, both CCRT and QUAIIVT methods have been restricted to the content of

the client's relationship narratives. To reiterate a point made earlier in this thesis, one of

the highest future CCRT research priorities is investigation at the level of process, the

comparison of "acfual enactments of reløtionship eaents between pøtient and therapist in the

session with the usual nan'øtiaes told ta the therapist ahout relationship tuents" ((Luborsky,

Popp, Luborsky, & Mark, 1994, pp. Ls1-182). The foregoing methods, findings and

recommendations inspired the development of a ner z transference measure, a synthesis

of the original CCRT and QUAINT methods. This measure-the Reuisecl CCRT method-

n'as used in the present study (and is extensively described in the Research Method

section). At this point, because the CCRT database consists of narratives told by the

patient during therapy sessions, it is worth discussing narrative forms of inquiry.

The Importance of Nanatiaes

Clinical diagnoses are important since they give the doctor a certain orientation; but
they do not help the patient. The cntcial thing is tlrc story. For it alone shows the
human background and the human suffering, and onJy at that point can the docto/s
therapy begin to operate. (Carl ]ung, 1967, p.124, emphasls added¡

The general rationale for the use of narratives centers on the power of the method

to obtain more valid self-reports than can be obtainecl from strucfured interviews or

questionnaires (Berscheid,7994); this is congruent with Greenwald and Banaji's (1995)

recoûunelldations for indirect measurement of implicit constructs. In terms of sfudying

transference, as noted in an ea¡lier section, the client's relationship narratives in therapy

are the nafural source of data for inferring the interpersonal schemas of the client

(Luborsky et al., L992). Berscheid (1994) notes thar the
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reconstructive quality of autobiographical memories [are useful in learningl how people
make sense out of past relationship events. The meaning individuals accoid to thèse
events is presumed to have a number of implications for their future behavio¡ in that
relationship or others, whether or not their memories are congruent with other
evidence. Accottttt ttøt'ratiae is used here to refer to the stories people construct of
relationship events that span a considerable period of time and are presented in
relatively unstructured formats . . . [Moreover] account narratives are believed to reflect
and maintain current relationship orientations (pp. 96-97).

In this context, Berscheid quotes one of the founders of the cognitive revolution, jerome

Bruner, a leading proponent of narrative forms of inquiry in psychological science:

Let me tell you first what I and my friends thought the revolution was about back there
in the late 1950s. It was we thought, an all out ãffo.t to establish meaning as the
central concept of psychology - not stimuli and responses, not overtly obseivable
behavior, not biological drives and their transformation, but meaning. . . . Its aim was
to discover and describe formally the meanings that human beings created out of their
encounters with the world, and then to propose hypotheses about what meaning-
making Processes were implicated. It focused upon the symbolic activities that human
beings employed in constructing and in making sense not only of the world, but of
themselves. Its aim was to prompt psychology to join forces with its sister interpretive
disciplines in the humanities and in the social sciences. . . . [But] very early on . . .

emphasis began shifting from "meaning" to "information," from the construction of
meaning to the processing of information. . . . Information is indifferent with respect to
meaning. (1990, pp. 2-4)

Berscheid (1994) observes that "[in] the quest to understand human relationships, these

trt'o approaches to human cognition, meaning-making ancl information processing, are

nreeting up with each other again, so far anúcably" (p. 100). This is especially apparent

in the CCRT approach to studying implicit social cognition, i.e., the process nhereby

clients construct meaning out of their world, a world that is quintessentially

interpersonal. This relational viert'has important implications for research design.

The Importance of Single-Case Designs

In ea¡lier sections it rvas asserted that psychotherapy consists of the therapist's

efforts to influence the quality of the patient's experience in relation to the therapist as a

significant other (see also Appendix A). If therapy is best viewed in such a manner,

then hypothesis validity demands that traditional emphases on gïoup comparisons

based on population means need to be complemented by the intensive study of

individual client-therapist dyads. Because the theory which guides most psychotherapy

research is expressed at the dyadic level, so too must the hypotheses, and thus, the

22
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research design. Hilliard (L993) provides a useful framework by which such research

can be orgarúzed, emphasizing that a more valid approach would be the systematic

collection and comparison of single cases (which include client-therapist dyads). Only

when a sufficient understanding of intradyadic process is attained can such cases be

meaningfully grouped and statistically analyzed using traditional procedures based on

population mea.ns. Patterns across clients, therapists, and outcomes can then lead to

empirically-based principles of therapeutic change.

Shoham-Salomon (1990) offers an appealing transactional model wherein

intensive single-case designs and subsequent controlled hypothesís-testing group designs

interact in an iterative, cyclical, and mufually elucidating pattern across studies.

Similarly, HiU (1990) reminds us that much of present resea¡ch is still in the initial stages

of clinical description and observation, and that sufficient data must be generated

before formal grouP hypotheses can be tested. The essential point is that group

comparisons are premafure when inkadyadic process has not been satisfactorily

described by empirical study at the single case level.

The issue of generality tends to be raised as a limitation of single-case research.

Hott'ever, external validity is not always the scientific goal of a particular study;

sometimes an investigator asks whether something cønhappen, rather than whether it
typically does happen: This approach asks rn'hether a particular case does what theory

specifies, and whether the study gives the theory a fair hearing (Mook, 19g3).

Of course, a longer-term objective is determining the generality of a set of findings

from a single-case paradigm. Hilliard (1999) cites Thorngate's (1996) concise

description of this approach:

To find out whatpeople do in general, we must first discover what each person does in
particular, then determine what, if anything, these particulars have in common. . . .

Nomothetic laws lie at the intersection of idiographic laws; the former can be
discovered only after we find the latter. (pp.75-70, [Thorngate's citations omitted])

Thus, generality would be determined not by group aggregation, but by replication on a

case-by-case basis, vt'hich may be direct replication (withsubjects that are similar in terms

of the individual-difference variables related to the construct of interest) or systemøtic

replicøtion (n'ith subjects that differ in terms of the individual-differelce variable).
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Hilliard (L993) proposes three basic categories of single-case research: (a) single-

case experiments, designs that involve quantitative data and direct manipulation of the

independent variable; (b) single-case quantitatiae ønølyses, clesigns in rvhich quantitative

techniques are applied without the direct marúpulation of any of the variables studied;

and (c) cøse studies, designs using qualitative data and passive observation. The latter

ht'o designs may be further distinguished as confirmatory (hypothesis-testing) or

exploratory (hypothesis-generating). Moreover, there is also the possibility that both

quantitative and qualitative data are assessed within the same single-case study

(Gaston & Marmar,7989; Rice & Greenberg,1984).

Chøpter Summ.øry

The CCRT n-rethod was selected as a theoretically congruent measure of

kansference in psychotherapy. Implicit in this selection is a regarcl for the client's

narratives as the database of choice for inferring interpersonal schemas. Finally, given

the dyadic focus of the present research questions, it was arguecl that a single-case

paradigm was the most appropriate design for maintaining hypothesis validity. Further

related discussion is presented in Appendix B (see Appendix B).
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Chapter Four
The Research Method

Reseørch Setting

The present study took place at the Psychological Service Centre (PSC) at the

university of Manitoba (u of M), winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada. The psc is a

community mental health clinic on the U of M campus with a twofold mandate: (a) the

provision of assessment and psychotherapy to clients from the university and

surrounding community *d (b) the training of students in the Clinical Psychology and

Social Work Training Programs at the U of M.

Screening criteria. All clients accepted for treatunent at the PSC must meet

several exclusion criteria, including: (a) absence of florid psychosis or severe organic

impairment þ) absence of severe suicidal ideatiory and (c) absence of pending or

ongoing legal involvement. At intake all clients sign a consent form for session

observation (usually audiovisual recording, for supervision) prior to a semi-structured

intake interview by an evaluating student clinician and attending clinical faculty

member. In general, therapists are advanced psychology and social work students.

Particípants

Client. The client is a single female in her mid-3Os, currently completing an

undergraduate university degree. Over the course of her life, she has had extensive

contact with the mental health care delivery system. She was self-referred to the PSC

for emotional and interpersonal conflicts arising from previous and current abusive

relationships, including childhood physical and sexual abuse by siblings. Associated

problems included anxiety, depressiory helplessness-hopelessness, depersonalization-

derealization, anger, traumatic intrusions, guilt, and self-blame, meeting DSM-IV criteria

for posttraumatic stress disorder. She n'as seen at the PSC by a male therapist for 4I
sessions prior to a transfer to the present therapist studied in this research.

Therupíst. The therapist is a single male clinical psychology graduate student in

his mid-20s. At the time the client was transferred to him, he had completed two

general practica at the PSC. Psychodynamic-interpersonal therapy with the client was
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guided by theory and techniques derived from Benjamin (1993b), Bowlby (1988),

Luborsky (LgU), and Strupp and Binder (1984). The CCRT approach was used to

drart'a clinical formulation of the client's presenting problems as an initial guideline for

interventions. This formtilation emphasized the ryclical relationship pattern discussed

in the theoretical section of this thesis. Technique emphasized the therapeutic

relationship as a secure, supportive, and empathic environment for interpersonal

learning. A focus was placed on disconfirming the negative interpersonal pattems as

they emerged in the therapeutic relationship and exploring ways by which the client

could alter these patterns in other current relationships. Therapy sessions were on a

once-weekly basis. Supervision of the therapy was generally on a once-weekly or once-

biweekly basis.

Supercisor. The supervisor is a married, male clinical psychologist and professor

in the clinical psychology training prograrn. He has had well over 30 years of clinical

experience with a wide range of clinical problems, approaching therapy from a

psychodynamic and systems perspective consonant rt'ith the theoretical framerv-ork

described in this thesis. Supervision involved review of session videotapes, and

emphasized the therapeutic principles described above in the therapist section.

Raters. The four raters (3 female, L mate) are all in their mid-20s. At the time of

the stucly all held bachelorlevel degrees (2 in psychology, L in political science, 1 in fine

arts). They were selected as raters by the therapist because of their intelligence, general

interest in psychology, and most of all, their empathic ability, given that the Revised

CCRT method implicitly draws upon the interpersonal reactions of the raters to the data

at both the narrative content ancl in-session process levels. At the time of the study, no

raters had any clinical training, and were therefore regarded as clinically naive.

Instrument: The Reaised CCRT Method6

Background, To review, it was considered essential to use research measures

rvhich demonstrate theoretical congruence (i.e., problem-treatment--outcome congruence;

see Chapter 3) and focus on the complex, interpersonal nature of psychotherapy as it

6 Thanks to John Schallow and my classmates in the Clinical Research Design seminar for their
contributions to the developments described in this section.

26
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unfolds over time r.t'ithin a given client-therapist dyad. The Revised CCRT method is an

extension of both the original CCRT and QUAINT methods described ea¡lier. As such

it makes the same fundamental theoretical assumption as its predecessors: Much of

what defines an interpersonal schema may be procedural knowledge and inaccessible to

conscious arvareness, thereby limiting the usefulness of self-report measures (Baldr,r'in,

1992). Attempts at a self-report CCRT instrument (see Luborsky & Crits-Christoplu

1990), for example, encountered a number of problems in this regard. Moreover, earlier

it was argued that one major reason for the clinical problem is the clienfs lack of

a$'Zareness regarding the maladaptive relationship pattern. In other words:

direct measures - that is, measures that presume accurate introspection - are necessarily
inadequate for [the study of implicit social cognition or transference]. Rather,
investigations of implicit cognition require indirect measures¿ which neither inform the
subject of what is being assessed nor request self-report concerning it . . . in studying
implicit cognition, indirect measures are theoretically essential. (Greenwald and
Banaji, 1995, p.5)

Thus, the Revised CCRT method is an observer-based, quantitative measure for

operationalizing the clinical problem, therapeutic processT, and clinical outcome. In

general, the method makes no a priori assumptions regarding who may best act as

observer; current thinking holds therapist, client, and independent observer as mutually

informing perspectives on process and outcome (Lambert & Hill, 1994). However, as

noted above, the client may have the least direct access to measuring transference.

Thus, the current sfudy employed independent observers as raters.

Datøbase. The Revised CCRT method requires tn'o basic types of clata: (a)

transcripts of relationship narratia¿s told by the client during therapy, regarding

interpersonal events in the client's life, and (b) transcripts of client-therapist diatogue

during therapy. The content of the relationship narratives are used for scoring the clinical

problem, yielding a quantitatrve CCRT profile; changes in the pattern and levels of this

profile constitute outcome. The client-therapist dialogue is scored at the level of process

using the same CCRT categories as in the problem and outcome profiles, following the

principle of problem-treatrnent-outcome congruence.

7 Alliance measures abound (see Henry et a1.,1994; Horvath & Greenber g, 1994). However, to
improve theoretical and methodological congruence, the Revised CCRT method measures both
content and process. Future ¡esearch should compare the method with extant alliance measures.
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Scaling. In an effort to improve upon its predecessors, the Revised CCRT method

employs the CCRT Standard Category Clusters (Luborsky & Crits-Christoph, 1990, pp.

49-50). These 24 categones (8 each of Ws, ROs, and RSs; see Table 1) lt ere derived by

Luborsky and colleagues from a cluster analysis of the larger list of 91 standard

categories employed in the first QUAINT study (Crits-Christoph et al., 1990). The

shortened list of categories has several appealing qualities beyond those used in the

QUAINT method, including a reduced burden for raters, reduction of redundancies

among the standard categories, and potential improvements in interrater reliability.

Although the clusters may appear to sacrifice comprehensiveness for simplicity, there is

convincing evidence that interpersonal relationships are mentally represented by a

relatively small number of implicit categorical forms (Haslam, 1994). CCRT raters score

the data on all categories for presence or absence.

Sømplíng ønd units of anøIysis. For the present study, in terms of Kiesler's

(1973) definitions , the scoring unit-the portion of verbal material that is coded and

countecl-n'as the relationship narrative (for content raters) and turns-at-talk i¡ the

dialogue (for process raters). The context unit 
-the portion of verbal material which is

available in assigning the scoring unit- included all material in the session transcript

preceding the scoring unit. The summarizing unit 
-the portion of verbal material that is

acfually analyzed and from which conclusions are clrar,r'rì-r zas at two levels, session

and phase (two adjacent sessions from early and late periods of the therapy).

Scoríng the problem and outcome profiles. Like the original CCR} the Revised

CCRT method requires a minimum of 10 relationship narratives (or episodes) for scoring

the problem (baseline)profile. The narratives may l¡e derived from the intake interview,

as well as from the earliest therapy sessions. Regarding rater selectiorç either clinically

experiencecl or clinically naive raters may be employed for the Revised CCRT method,

following previous success with both gïoups in studies using the original CCRT and

QUAINT methods.s

Unlike the CCRT method, however, and like the QUAINT method, the Revised

CCRT method does not presuppose that a single relationship theme dominates. Rather,

8-An interesting possibility for future research would be to also include clients as participant
obse¡vers in rating their own session transcripts.
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the client's maladaptive patterns are vier,t'ed as a profile of the CCRT categories. To the

extent that client in-session reports of the stafus of interpersonal problems are valid

indicators of outcome (and arguably the most common form of indicator used by the

therapist), these reports may be considered valid outcome variables in research.

Thus, in the Revised CCRT method, outcome is measured using narratives tolcl by

the client at successive stages in therapy and at termination and is indexed by changes

in baseline CCRT peruasiueness (i.e., the number of relationship episodes a CCRT

comPonent is coded as present divided by the total number of relationship episodes for

the summarizing unit; Crits-Christoph & Luborsky ,1990, p. L36).

Scoting the therapy process profile. Therapy session or therapy event transcripts

(selectecl and segmented by the researcher), are scored as follort's. Client segments are

scored for Ws (in relation to the therapist), and RSs, while therapist segments are scored

as ROs. These segments may be reversed if the research focus is on the therapist (e.g.,

countertransference). Raters are instructed to make judgements as follows. For Ws,

raters ask themselves, "What does the client appear to be requesting, implicitly or

explicitly, from the therapist in this segment?" For ROs, raters ask themselves, "How

does the therapist respond to the client in this segment?" Fir-rally, for RSs, raters ask

themselves, "IHow does the client respond to the therapist's intervention in this

segntent?" As rt'ith the problem-outcome scoring, CCRT process raters score each

segment for all categories for presence or absence. Process peroasiaeness scores may also

be derived (the number of turns-at-talk n'ith a given CCRT conÌponent divicled by the

total number of turns-at-talk). Emerging evidence r.t'ith similar process measures

suggests that an intermediøte level of aggregation (e.g., turns-at-talk summed over the

first and second halves of a given therapy session), attending to therapy phase and

cotttext, is most informative and predictive of outcome (Messer, Tishby, & Spillman,

1992). Thus, this level was selected as most informative for the present research.g

9 UniformitY myths pervaded earlier process and outcome research (Kiesler, 1966). Recent
r,r'ork recognizes that process varies over time, with different processes having different
meanings in different in-session contexts (Greenberg, 1986; Shoham-Salomory tggO); ttrat
random sampling and context-naive raters are often inappropriate (see theeaentsparadigntof
Rice & Greenberg, [1984] wherein episodes of interest which preserve context are selected ior
analysis); and that raters provided with more context and who are aware of the research
hypotheses need not be experimentally biased (Messer et a1.,7992).
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Data ønalysís. Havmg been successfully used with the QUAINT method, profile

correlation analysis (Nunnally, L978)-a Pearson coefficient (i.e., product-moment r)

computed to compare the degree of similarity betn'een the patterns of two profiles-is

also used with the Revised CCRT method. The analysis is useful for both CCRT

problem profiles (e.g., to determine the relative stability of the CCRT during the course

of therapy) and CCRT process (e.g., to assess the stability of treatment over time). It is

particularly useful when the summarizing unit is at the level of a session or phase

(Skinner, L978).

Summary. The Revised CCRT method approaches (a) the relationship narratives

told by clients during therapy as valid indices of problem and outcome and (b) the

dialogue between therapist and client (treatment process) as a unique form of

relationship pattern (i.e., the clienfs wishes regarding the therapist, interventions as

responses of other, and immediate outcomes as responses of self). The CCRT categories

are thus scored at these two levels of content and process, and constifute

operationalizations of the process of outcome in psychotherapy.

Design and Procedure

Design. In terms of Hilliard's (1993) single-case frameworþ the present study is

a confirmatory single-case quantitatioe analysis 10, testing whether the clienfs CCRT and

the therapeutic process followed theory-driven predictions.

Selection of the client. The client n'as the first that the therapist accepted for

treatment following his introduction to the CCRT approach. Because plans for this

study began several months after this acceptance, she was not invited to participate in

the present study until her 43rd session of therapy. The client gave her signed informed

consent for the use of her session transcripts in the research program (see sample forms

in Appendix C), with the proviso that the therapist transcribe the sessions personally.

Selection of sessíons. Sessions 1 and 2 were selected to represent the early phase

of therapy, and Sessions 4L and 42 for the late phase of therapy. The early phase was

conceptualized as the baseline measure and the late phase as the effect measure. Each

l0Because the baseline measure of the dependent variable (the CCRT profile) was obtained
after treatment commenced, the study cannot be considered a true single-case experiment.
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session rn'as 60 minutes in duration. The 40 sessions betn'een early and late phases

constituted the treatment phase; this duration of treahnent also permitted CCRT

comparisons of the present single-case client with the larger group of patients studied in

the Penn Psychotherapy Project (Luborsky, Crits-Christoph, Mintz, & Auerbach, 1988),

wherein the media¡ length of treatment r.t'as 43 sessions.

Transc:ription and segmentøtion. As requested by the client, the therapist alone

viewed and transcribed the therapy sessions. Transcription follovved the recornmended

guidelines and notation published by Mergenthaler and Stinson (1992). After the initial
transcription, the therapist verified all transcripts for accuracy, rereading the transcript

as the recording was replayed. Atl identifying information (e.g., narnes, places) and

possible indicators of treatment phase (e.g., approximately the first ancl last three

minutes of conversation in Session L) were deleted from the transcripts.

To maintain independence between content data and process data, each session

transcript was divided into halves (first 30 min and second 30 min) between content

and process raters. Content raters codecl the first halves of Sessions 1 ancl 41, and the

second halves of Sessions 2 and 42. Relationship episodes in these content transcripts

r,t'ere identified and demarcated by the therapist-researcher prior to delivery to raters.

Process raters coded the second halves of Sessions 1- and 41 and the first halves of

Sessions 2 and 42. No further notations rt'ere added to these process transcripts,

because the scoring unit (furns-at-talk) was the same as the transcript format.

Rater tuaining. The first pair of raters (LB and CK) u'ere ir"rdividually trained by

the therapist to make content ratings of the relationship episodes in the transcripts, using

the Revised CCRT method, follovving the general guidelines in the CCRT mar-rual

(Luborsky & Crits-Christoptu 7990), and the revisions described above. The content

raters n'ere instructed that their task involved independently scoring "the \ zay a client

describes her relationships with others."

The second pair of raters (EL and KT) rvere individually trained by the therapist

to make Process ratings of the client-therapist dialogue, using the Revised CCRT method,

follor'r'ing the instructions described above. These raters u,ere instructed that their task

involved scoring "the way the client and therapist are relating to each other, rather than
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n'hat is simply being talked about. The focus is on their manner of interaction.,,

Prior to rating the study data, all raters were given CCRT rating scales; practice

materials from the CCRT manual were given to the content raters and materials collected

by the therapist-researcher were given to the process raters. Criterion reliability was

established for the content raters vr.ith a published transcript of a female client,s intake
interview, previously rated by Luborsky, Popp, Luborsky, and Mark (IggÐ;their expert
W, RO, and RS ratings served as the reliability criterion (rater LB : .81, .82, .g0; rater
CK: .81, .76, -92; interrater reliabilities - .67, .76, .87). Because the CCRT as a process

measure is new, no comParable criterion was available for training the process raters.

Thus, the therapist-researcher completed W, RO and RS ratings on a series of written
dialogues and the Process raters were trained to this criterion (rater EL : .7J, .g4, .67;

rater KT : .74,.8O .81; interrater reliabilities : .97, .gZ, .TI).

CCRT ruting ptocedure. Relationship episodes in the content transcripts were
identified and demarcated (Session 1, N: 10; session 2, N: 20; Session 4r, N : zz;
session 42, N : s) by the therapist-researcher, basecl on the person (or persons)

described in the narrative (e.g., friend, spouse, co-workers, etc.). As in the original
CCRT method, the CCRT content raters were instructed to underline the specific

material in the transcript that was used for coding, and to write the CCRT categories

above each of the underlined segments. As noted in an earlier section, the process

transcripts were not demarcated further, given that the process scoring unit consisted of
client ancl therapist furns-at-talk, the format that transcription had follor¡r,ed

(Mergenthaler & Stinsory L992). The process raters were instructed to score the entire
series of turns-at-talk (session 1, N: 60; session 2, N : 55; sessi ott 41.,1ü: 65; session

42, N :49) in the process transcripts.

Once comfortable rt'ith the rating process and trained to criterion ancl interrater
reliability, raters were given their respective transcript copies, and proceeded to make

their ratings' Particular care was given to keeping the raters unaware of the therapist,s
theoretical frameworþ research hypotheses, and therapeutic approach. No information
was given to raters other than the session transcript and the training instructions for the

Revised CCRT method' All the raters made their ratings independently, and were kept
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unar4,are of the nature of the other raters' ratings. To forestall rater drift, the raters u¡ere

instructed to make their ratings over comfortable periods of time, to stop n'hen fatigued,

and to resume at their convenience.

Ratings were completed in tr¡r'o blocks: A (Sessions 1 and 2), and B (Sessions 41

and 42). One of each rater pair rated A, then B, n'hile the other rated B, then A. Raters

v¡ere not informed as to rvhich session and treatment phase each transcript rvas drart'n

from. All raters rt'ere instructed to make their ratings as they read through the transcript

and not to read ahead of their ratings. Ratings were made directly on the transcript

Pages. Finally, they rt'ere instructed not to discuss their ratings r,r.ith others and to

maintain strict confidentiality regarding the transcript contents. Upon completion, all

transcripts rt'ere returned to the therapist.

Rater debríefing. Shortly after data were analyzed, a7l raters were separately

intervien'ed (about 30 min each) by the therapist. These interviews checked n'hether

raters had inferred the research hypotheses and other potentially confounding

information. No such confound nor any deviation from training was found. All raters

r+'ere then informed of the sfudy's purpose, design, hypotheses, and findings.

Reseørch ønd Støtístic al Hy p othes es

Listed below are (a) the resea¡ch hypotheses-operationalized predictions

derived from the theoretical framert'ork discussed in the first tn'o chapters, and (b)

statistical hypotheses-predicted numerical relationships and intervals that rvould

corroborate (or refute) the research hypotheses.

IJ1.. The relationøI schema hypothesis: (a) This hypothesis asserts that CCRT

comPonents in the problem profile u¡ill shov¡ high stability across sessions 1 and 2. (b)

Profile correlations (betrt'een sessions 1 and 2) of .70 or more r,r'ill provide strong

corroboration; correlations of .50 to .70 will provide moderate corroboration; and

correlations of less than .50 will refute the relational schema hypothesis.

IJ'Z. The alliance transfer hypothesis; (a) This hypothesis asserts that the

maladaptive, negative CCRT comes to resemble the positive therapy process over time.

(b) To corroborate this hypothesis, coefficients for ROs and RSs should steadily
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approach values of + 1.0 over time, indicating the growing similarity of the transference

to the alliance. The closer the later coefficients are to + 1.0, the stronger the

corroboration. If coefficients steadily approach - 1.0, this r.+'ould refute the alliance

transfer hypothesis, and indicate that the transference and alliance patterns had become

increasingly dissimilar over time.

}J.3. The resolution hypothesis os. the stability hypothesis; (a) The stability

hypothesis asserts that CCRT problem profiles will show high stability follor.r"ing

psychotherapy, whereas the resolution hypothesis asserts that the problem profile

changes for the better after therapy. (b) Profile correlations (between early and late

treatment phases) of .70 or more will strongly corroborate the stability hypothesis,

correlations of .50 to .70 will moderately corroborate the stability hypothesis, and

correlations of .20 to .50 will partially corroborate the stability hypothesis. However,

correlations of less than 0 (negative r) will corroborate (moderately to strongly as r

approaches - L.0) the resolution hypothesis; correlations of 0 to .20 will partially

corroborate the resolution hypothesis.

Because very large changes in CCRT component pervasiveness are required to

produce large changes in CCRT pattern, CCRT pattern stability over time may still

subsume changes in CCRT pervasiveness. Therefore, pervasiveness scores were also

examined for clinically significant changes between early and late treatment phases.

Finally, to place the study in broader perspective, the findings were compared to

the findings of the Penn Psychotherapy Project. This large-scale group study shares

some similarities of design with the present single-case study.

ChøpterSummøty

The resea¡ch hypotheses were tested in a confirmatory single-case quantitative

analysis using independent transcript ratings of a client's early CCRT (clinical problem),

the psychotherapy process between this client and her therapist (treatment), and the

client's CCRT after 40 sessions of psychotherapy (clinical outcome). For the Revised

CCRT Method, scoring units included (a) relationship narratives told by the client during

therapy sessions (for scoring the CCRT) and (b) client and therapist turns-at-talk during
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therapy sessions (for scoring the therapy process). Context units included atl preceding

material in the session transcript. Finally, summarizing units for data analysis included

(a) sessions (7, 2, 4'1., 42) and (b) phases (early and late in therapy). The results of the

problem-treatment--outcome profile analyses are presented in the next chapter.
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Chapter Five
Results and Discussion

Intø'røtn ReliøbíIity of the Reaised CCRT Method

Reliability of problem ønd outcome profiles. Study interrater reliability ranged

from good to excellent (.67 to.95): Reliability coefficients (Pearson product-moment fl
for sessions and phases are presented in Table 2 (see Table 2). Mean session

coefficients are as follows: Ws : .76, FrOs - .80, and RSs : .74. Mean phase coefficients

are as follows: ws : .78, Ros : .gz, and RSs = .76. Thus, the Revised CCRT method

shows comparable reliability to the original CCRT and QUAINT methods. Across six

major CCRT reliability studies (summarized in Luborsky & Diguer, 1995, p.238), mean

weighted kappas ranged from fair to good11: .63 for Ws, .66 for ROs, and .69 for RSs.

The original QUAINT method (Crits-Christoph et al., 1990) yielded median intraclass

correlations (ICC) of .69 for Ws, .68 for ROs, and .67 for RSs, after eliminating 39

Standard Categories which fell belon' .50. The latest version of the eUAINT method

(Crits-Christoph et al., 1994) yieLded median ICCs of .72 forWs, .75 for ROs, and .74

for RSs, after eliminatlng66 QUAINT categories which fell belor,t'.65.

Reliability of therapy process profiles. Study interrater retiability ranged from

good to excellent (.68 to .96): Reliability coefficients (Pearson product-moment r) for
sessions and phases are presented in Table 3 (see Table 3). Mean session coefficients

are as follon's: Ws : .75, ROs : .85, RSs = .86. Mean phase coefficients are as follon s:

Ws : .85, ROs: .86, and RSs: .88.

Because reliabilities for the problem, outcome, and process profiles r,r,ere

adequate, individual rater scores were averaged across each session (e.g., mean profile for
session 1 = avera$e of rater 1's scores and rater 2's scores for session 1) and within each

phase (e.g., mean profile for early phase : average of the sum of rater 1's scores for

sessions 1-2 and the sum of rater 2's scores for the same sessions). These four meal
session profiles (1,2, 41, 42) and two mean phase profiles (early : 1 and Z;late: 4t
and 42) constituted the summarizing units for data analyses.

1l-According to Landis and Koch (7977), the,ranges of strength of agreement for kappa are as
follows: 0 to .39, poor; .4Ð Lo .74, fair to good; .75 to 1.0, excellent.
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Whøt is the Nature of the Trønsference Pattern?

Eaídence for the relationøI schemø hypothesis. To test the stability of the CCRT

Pattern during the early treatment phase (1-r,r'eek), profile correlations r{,ere computecl

between sessions L and 2: Ws were moderately stable (.52), and ROs (.69) and RSs (.76)

rt'ere both highly stable. Pervasiveness scores for individuai CCRT categories are

presented in Table 4. The clienls early CCRT comprised (a) primary wishes to be

distant and avoid conflict, and to feel good and comfortable; secondarv n'ishes to assert

herself and be independent, and to be loved and understood; (b) primarily negative ROs

(rejecting/opposing, upset, controlling, and bad); and (c) primarily negative RSs

(helpless, disappointed and depressed, and unreceptive) (see Table 4).

Treatment Stability

To test the stabilitv of the therapy process over time, profile correlations were

computed for three time periods: n'ithin the earlv phase (1 week),I¡etn'een early ancl late

phases (40 weeks), and within the late phase (1 week). Stability coefficients were very

high for all time periods: Ws: .97, .86, .87; ROs : .gS, L0,.97; RSs : .gT, .87, .gT.

Process pervasiveness scores for individual CCRT categories are presentecl in Table 5.

Based on these scores, the therapy process (alliance) cornprised (a) the client's rt'ishes

for relatedness with the therapist (to be close and accepted, to be liked and understood)

aud to feel better; (b) primarilv positive therapist responses to the client's r,r'ishes

(helpful, understanding); and (c) primarily positive client responses of self (feeling open

and understood, feeling respected and accepted) (see Table 5). Thus, the client's

relationship pattern n'ith the therapist rt'as stable and positive ( i.e., nonconflictual), in

contrast to the client's negative CCRT (and contrary to the transference concept).

Hoza Does the Alliønce Influence the Transference Pattern?

To test n'hether the CCRT pattern became more similar to the alliance pattern

over time, profile correlations between CCRT and process were computed for each

session and phase and are presented in Table 6. To corroborate the alliance transfer

hypothesis, coefficients for ROs and RSs should approach values of + 1.0 over time,
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indicating the grorving simitarity of the transference to the alliance. The closer the later

coefficients are to + 1.0, the stronger the corroboration. If coefficients steadilv approach

- 1.0, this n'ould refute the alliance transfer hypothesis, and indicate that the

transference and alliance patterns had become increasingly dissimilar over time.

Euidence for (ønd against) the alliønce transfer hypothesís. An examination of

the correlation patterns in Table 6 shows wide variation in profile similariqv across

sessions, rvith a linear pattern emerging for only one CCRT component: Positive ROs in

the CCRT steadily and increasingly came to resemble the alliance pattern (see Table 6).

For the other CCRT components, more complex pattems emerged, suggesting large shifts

in similarity and dissimil*ity over therapy. For example, negative RSs appeared to

alternate betn'een high similarity and dissimilarity across therapy (see Table 6).

Across early and late treatment phases, three different change patterns emerged:

(a) independence, i.e., the transference and alliance are stable and dissimilar to each other

(Ws : .72, - .08; positive RSs : - .88, - .91); (b) moderate change, i.e., the transference

pattem becomes moderately more sinúlar to the alliance pattern, but rvith large pattern

differences between the two (negative ROs : - .58, - .01; negative RSs : - .ST, - .09);

and (c) strong change, i.e., transference pattern becomes very similar to the alliance

pattern (positive ROs : - .98,.83) (see Table 6). It must be emphasized that no causal

inferences can be drart'n from these correlational data. At best, these correlations

partially corroborate the alliance transfer hypothesis and resolution hypothesis: A

positive client-therapist alliance correlates rt'ith positive changes in the client's CCRT.

At worst, thev stronglv corroborate the relational schema and stability hypotheses: A

positive client-therapist alliance rt,eakly correlates with positive changes in the client's

CCRT. The data indicate that the r.t'ishes and negative components of the CCRT pattern

mav be slo'it'to improve, and that a positive RS pattern may be slort'to emerge, even in

the presence of a positive therapeutic alliance. They also indicate a need to search for

other correlates of CCRT pattern change (e.g., accuracv of therapist interpretations,

Crits-Christoph et al., L988).
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What Høppens to the Trønsference Pøttern Follozaing Therøpy?

Chønges in CCRT pøttern: Eaidence for the støbility hypothesfs. Profile

correlations r{zere computed betrt'een early and late treatment phases: Ws n'ere highly

stable (.79), as were RSs (.71.),but less so ROs (.5a). Over this 4O-week period, the

overall CCRT pattern endured. In the client's late phase CCRT, her rt'ishes r,r'ere still

predominantly met by negative ROs, followed primarily by negative RSs on the part of

the client (see Table 4). In general, the results converge n'ith earlier findings and further

corroborate the theory that the CCRT has schema or trait-like properties, suggestive of

an enduring personality structure, its components retaining their relative relationships

over time (Crits-Christoph & Luborsky, 1990). However, important changes occurred in

the peraasiaeness of components in the client's CCRT.

Chønges in CCRT peraøsiaeness: CIínicøI significønce ønd the resolution

hypothesis reconsidered. The largest effectsl2 for the client were reduced negative RSs

(ËS : - .87 SD) and increased positive ROs (ËS : + 7.47 SD); medium effects were

reduced negative ROs (ES : - .40 SD) and increased positive RSs (ES : + .46 SD).

Scores for wishes decreased, but negligibly (ËS : - .18 5D). The changes in ROs and RSs

mav indicate a pattem suggesting the beginning of conflict resolutions in the CCRT: Such

a pattern can assessed by examining the clinical significance of these changes.

Jacobson and Truax (1997) have recently proposed tn'o criteria for assessing

clinical significance: (a) following treatment, clients should nìove from a dysfunctional

population to a functional population, crossing an established cutoff score on

assessment measures; and (b) the change must be reliable. The latter is determined by

calculating a reliable change index (RCI) (the difference betn'een test scores divided by the

standard error of difference between the two test scores); an RCI greater than l-.96

suggests that changes are not due to ralrdom fluctuations in test scores (p < .05). For a

client meeting both criteria (i.e., outcome score bevond the cutoff and an RCI score

greater than 1.96), the change is identified as clinically significant. Speer (1992) has

suggested the Edwards-Nunnally method as an alternative to the Jacobson-Truax

method if statistical regressiou (reversion of scores toward the mean or toward less

extreme scores) is present in the data, to avoid capitalizing on errors in measurement.

l2 Computed follorving Busk and Serlin's (1992) adaptation of Cohen's d for single-case data.
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For the present client, correlations betn'een the early phase scores and the earlv to

late phase difference scores (for Ws, negative ROs, negative RSs, positive ROs, and

positive RSs) indicated evidence of regression to the mean. Thus, earlv phase scores

rvere adjusted using formulas presented in Speer (L992). RCIs were then calculated for

each variable (using the adjusted early phase scores). Each late phase score rryas then

examined to determine whether it fell below the Edwards-Nunnally cutoff scores (i.e.,

trt'o standard errors of measurement in the direction of the functional population).

Changes in negative RSs and positive ROs were ctinically significant, meeting both

criteria: Scores n'ere greater than functional cutoff scores and RCI scores (2.91, and 2.79)

indicated changes were reliable. Changes in wishes and negative ROs were not clinically

significant, with RCI scores belort' 1.96 (.52 and .48) and late phase scores below the

functional cutoff scores. Although the late phase score for positive RSs was greater than

the functional cutoff score, the RCI score (1.56) suggested this change may be unreliable.

It should also be noted that a fuller assessment of clinical significance requires

normative data (Jacobson & Truax, 1991)-CCRT scores from the general population-

data presently unavailable. Moreover, cutoff scores for all measures of clinical

significance need to be recognized as somewhat arbitrary (Kazdin, 7gg4).

Comparíson of the client zoith pøtients from the Penn Psychotherøpy Project.

The present client's CCRT data are compared with the Penn CCRT data in Table 7.

Effect sizes for the Penn study were computed from published data (Crits-Christoph &

Luborsky, !990, p.139). Effect sizes for Ws, negative ROs and RSs, and positive ROs

and RSs are similar to those observed in the Penn Psychotherapy Project: Following a

rnedian of 43 sessions of psvchodvnamic psychotherapy (guided by Luborsky,'J,984),

the pervasiveness of Ws remained relativelv stable, whereas negative ROs and RSs

decreased in pervasiveness, and positive ROs and RSs increased. In the Penn study,

changes in CCRT pervasiveness also correlated with changes on standardized outcome

measures of svmptomatology (Hopkins Symptom Checklist) and global psvchological

fu nctioning (Health-Sickness Rating Scale).

The convergence betn'een the single-case data and the group data suggests that

the treatment effects observed in the Penn sample (n : 33 patients) were replicated in
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the present single-case (see Table 7): Apparently, what occurred in general across the

Penn subjects also occurred in the particular, within a single-case subject. This may be

due, in part, to the similarity (".9., age, gender, diagnosis) of the single-case client to the

33 patients in the Penn study, the similarity of the form and length of treatment in both

studies, and the similarity of methodology. However, the logic of single-case research

requires that generality be demonstrated through case-by-case replication (Hilliard,

7993); this r.t'ould strengthen the conclusions dran'n from the present findings.

Moreover, there is no guarantee that the present client would have shown similar

changes on the Penn outcome measures.

To summarize the outcome findings, at one level of analysis (overall CCRT profile

pattern) the CCRT remained highly stable over the course of 40 sessions of therapy,

corroborating the relational schema and stability hypotheses. However, at a different

level of analysis (CCRT pervasiveness), clinically significant outcomes-reduced

negative RSs and increased positive ROs-were eviden! partialty corroborating the

resolution hypothesis

The enduring dissimilarity between the client's CCRT pattern and her relationship

pattern n'ith the therapist contrasts sharply with the transference concept. For this

client no immediate transference was apparent-at least to independent observers of

the therapy process-in the earl;r therapy phase. Further, no emergent transference \ ras

apparent in the late therapy phase. To the extent that these phases are representative

of the therapy process, the irnplication is that, ir-r some instances, the client may neaer

displace earlier relationship patterns upon the therapist. The data suggest some

possible mediating and moderating variables for future stucly. The early development of

a positive alliance may play a key role in preventing transference in the client-therapist

relatior-rship. A client's previous therapeutic relationships nÌay also be important: Recall

that the present client had previously completed 41 sessions with a different therapist,

rt'hich may have influenced the relationship with the present therapist.

In the next chapter, the research findings are discussed in wider contexts of

theory, research, and practice. Afterrt'ards, the strengths and limitations of the study

are considered. The chapter concludes with an eye toward the fufure.
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C hapter Six
Conclusion

The present stud;r began with three research questions: (a) What is the nature of

the transference pattern? (b) How does the alliance influence the transference pattern?

and (c) What happens to the transference pattern following treatunent? In this final

chapter, the findings are related to clinical theory, research, and practice, followed by a

discussion of the strengths of the study, a critical appraisal of the study's design, and a

look toward the future.

T h e o r e ti c al, Res e ar ch, øn d P r øcti c øI Imp Ii c øti o ns

The persistence of reløtionøI schemas. Regarding the first and last questions, the

evidence suggests that the transference pattern, as operationalized by the CCRT, can be

understood as a stable, traitlike personality schema or structure. After 40 sessions of

psychotherapy, the general pattern of the client's CCRT persisted, replicating the CCRT

pattern stabilitv observed in the Penn Psychotherapy Project patients. In terms of

research, long-term intraindividual studies (Hilliard, 1993), both of persons in therapy

and in the general population, are required to elucidate change patterns at the relational

schematic level. In terms of practice, this suggests that if enduring change at structural

levels of personality is the therapeutic goal, short-term therapy approaches may fall

short of the challenge (Mahoney,1,99L; Messer & Warren, 1995).

As discussed in Chapter 1., another important area for future research corìcerns

the influence of the transference pattern on the therapeutic relationship, centering on the

debate betrt'een immediate and emergent perspectives on the trarrsfereltce pattern. To

date, the immediate transference perspective lacks support from extant psychotherapy

research, rt'hile the emergent transference perspective is supported by studies of

transference at the declarative (or narrative) level. These studies reveal transference

regarding the therapist in the client's narratives from later stages of therapy (Crits-

Christoph et al., 1990; Crits-Christoph et al., 7994; Fried et al., 7992), and accord with

findings from social cognition research, wherein

Ithe] consensus is that schema-relevant information, whether consistent or inconsistent,
will be better recalled and recognized than schema-irrelevant behavior. . . .
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[Moreover,] relational schemas may organize and construct memory in such a way as to
assimilate new relationship information to seem more consistent with past experiences.
(Baldwin, 7992, p.475)

Similar conclusions were recently made by the Basic Behavioral Science Task Force of the

National Advisory Mental Health Council (BBSTF-NAMHC) (7996). Yet the present

findings suggest that, under some conditions, transference (at the behavioral level) ¡.r'ith

the therapist may not occur at all.

Furthermorg the relationship between transference in the therapeutic relationstr-ip

and therapeutic outcome has been overlooked by extant psychotherapy research.

Theoretically, if the negative relationship pattern eventually encompasses the therapist,

and is reenacted in the therapeutic relationship, negative outcomes should follor.r'

(Benjamin, 7993b; Safran, L990a), as found in the Vanderbilt I study, where negative

interpersonal process clearly distinguished between cases of good and bad outcome

(Henry & Strupp, 1994). Yet in the Penn Psychotherap¡r Project, despite the emergent

inclusion of the therapist into the client's CCRT (Fried et a1.,7992), overall changes in

CCRT pervasiveness correlated with positive clinical outcome (Crits-Christoph &

Luborsky, 1990), suggesting that emergent transference may not adversely influence

outcome, at least on standardized measures of symptomatology and psychological

functioning. Microanalytic studies of interpersonal process should be conclucted u'ith

the transcripts used in the CCRT research to test for transference in the therapeutic

relaûonship at the behavioral (process) level, and then relate this to outcome.

In practical terms, the extant research suggests that if a therapist becomes

entangled in the client's negative relationship pattem, the client's relational schema (e.g.,

CCRT) may tend to assimilate the new relationship information from the developing

therapeutic relationship ilr a n'ay that resembles the CCRT. This phenonenon r^/as

clearly seen in what may be the frrst experimental demonstrations of transference

(Andersen & Baum, 1994; Andersen & Cole, 1990). Participants in Andersen's

controlled laboratory studies came to regard new target persons as they did significant

others in their lives. Kihlstrom (7994) raised an important issue:
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[The results of Andersen's research arel a great advance, but in the final analvsis one
wants to know whether it is anything more than a case of stimulus generalization. Is
the whole apparatus of psychoanalytic theory needed to predict this result? Or will
this simple precept do - that the best predictor of behavior in a new situation is the
person's behavior in similar situations in the past? (p. 690)

This issue was also raised decades agoby Dolla¡d and Miller (1950). If it is true that,

according to Freud, "there are four concepts so basic that, if one accepted them, one

would be practicing psychoanalvsis ezten if one disøgreed with Freud in eaery other respect.

These concepts are the unconscious, repression, transference, and resistance" (Karon &

Widener, 1995, p.25, emphasis added), then critics may need to agree to disagree,

regarding terminologv but not underlying processes.1 3 Further, dismissing transference

as stimulus generalization sidesteps the more important question: Under ¡.t'hat

interpersonal conditions does such stimulus generalization occur (or fail to occur)? This

is one of the important questions for future research (BBSTF-NAMHC, 1996).

The importance of the therapeutic relationship. Regarding the second question,

the findings partially corroborated the hvpothesis that therapeutic change is associated

rvith positive interpersonal process betrveen client and therapist. Further analysis of the

National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH) Treatment of Depression Collaborative

Research Program data (Blatt, Zuroff, Quinlan, & Pilkonis ,1996) stronglv supported the

interpersonal process perspective:

. . . therapeutic change is more a consequence of interpersonal dimensions than the
mechanics of the type of therapv provided. These findings raise questions about the
usefulness of attempts to compare the effectiveness of different therapeutic
interventions conducted according to specified manuals. The paucity of significant
differences in outcome among various tvpes of treatment, however, does not necessarily
indicate that various brief treatments for depression all have a general effect and
that it does not matter what the therapist is doing. Quite to the contrary, the results
of our analyses suggest thattreatmetú otttconte is a corrseqttettce of ¡tnrticrtlar qualities
of the ¡tatient and the tlrcrapist ønd of the interactiou of these qunlities in
estnhlisltirtg n thern¡teutic relatiottslrryr. (Blatt et al., 7996, p.169, emphasis added)

13 Civen the evidence, denying the existence of the unconscious is untenable (Kihlstrom, 1.987);
similarll. compelling evidence is emerging for transference (see discussion above), repression
(see Singer, 1990, for a review) and resistance, that is, the defense mechanisms (see Cramer,
1997, f.or a review). The issue to be resolved is whether these four concepts are indeed the four
cornerstones of psychoanalysis, which is not an empirical questiory but a theoretical one.
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Recent laboratory evidence shon's that "the nore a particular kind of social knorvledge

is primed by a person's environment, the more likely it is to be used" (BBSTF-NAMHC,

7996, p.480). The essential theoretical point is that, relationallv, rt'hat n'e get (social

experience) is what we see (social cognition). Thus, maladaptive relational schemas

theoretically emerge from negative interpersonal experiences (Borvlby, 1988; Benjamin,

L993b; Luborskv & Crits-Christoph, 1990) and may be changed through positive

interpersonal experiences in psychotherapy (Henry & Strupp, 7994;Safran, 1990a).1a

In terms of practice, approaches that focus close attention to the client's relational

schemas and unfolding relationship with the therapist are well-informed. A crucial area

for future research and training (Henry & Strupp, 7994) is how best to teach this

relational focus to therapists n'ithout the unexpected outcome of the Vanderbilt II

project-improved technical competence, but with unacceptable increases in negative

interpersonal process during therapy (Henry, Strupp, Butler, Schacht, & Binder, 1993).

Study Strengths

Minimized threats to ínternal ztalidity. Several of the major threats to internal

validilv (historv, mafuration, testing, instrumentation, statistical regression; see Cook &

Campbell, 1979;Kazdin, L98L) were minimized. Previous research (Luborsky & Crits-

Christoph, 1990) suggested that the CCRT shorvs high stability across adulthood,

helping to rule out historical events (e.g., familv processes, job experiences) and

maturational processes (e.g., decreased depression as a function of the passage of time

or death of a relative) as rival hvpotheses. However, additional stability information

about the course of transference-drarn¡n from sources outside the therapeutic context-

and replication across cases, would more strongly rule out these rival hypotheses.

The tn'ofold mandate (training and service) of the clinic in which the present

research was conducted-although not traditionally a research clinic-permitted some

1 4 As far as back as Ferenczi and Rank (1925), and later in Alexander and French (1946), it rvas
asserted that the change process involved corrective emotional experiences with the therapist.
Their arguments for short-term approaches have been recently revived in the new generation of
brief dynamic therapies (see Barber & Crits-Christoph, 1995; Binder, Strupp, & Henry, 1995;
Crits-Christoph & Barber, 1991; Messer & Warren,1,995). However, the present findings
suggest that changes at the relational schematic level may occur slowly, if at all.
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design advantages for this research.l5 First, because the clinic's therapists are under

different levels of training, therapy rooms are equipped with standard recording

equipment for supervision purposes, permitting continuous, objective measurement of

therapy process with minimal reactivity. Moreover, because the client had already been

in therapy n'ith another therapist at the same clinic (prior to being transferred to the

present therapist), it is fair to say that she was relatively accustomed to being recorded

d*it g sessions.l6 These features, along with the help of reliable, independent raters

and statistical procedures for measuring clinical significance, helped rule out testing

(repeated exposure to the assessment procedures), instrumentation (changes in the

scoring or criteria over time), and statistical regression (reversion of scores toward the

mean or toward less extreme scores) as rival hypotheses.

Incteøsed ecologicøl aøIidity. The client who consented to participate in this

study gave this consent after completing over 40 sessions of therapy with the therapist

in this study. The sessions studied may therefore be regarded as fairly representative of

psychotherapy, focusing on the process with a real client in a real clinica-l setting.

Because plans for the study began after the client commenced therapy, it is unlikely she

viewed this therapy within a research context. However, the same canhot be ensured

regarding the therapist- researcher, whose in-session behaviors mav have been

influenced by planning the research. Further, ecological validity may have also been

limited by the clinical experience level of the therapist.

Study Limitøtions: A Criticøl AppraísøI

Limited baseline tneasure of the clínicøI problem. Baseline measures of the

client's CCRT were derived from the first two sessions of therapy, so there is a

possibilitv that the therapist influenced the client narratives from which the CCRT was

derived. However, recent evidence shows a high similarity between CCRTs obtained

from pretreatment RAP interviews and CCRTs obtained from sessions 3 and 5 for the

15 These advantages may preclude studies conducted by private practitioners, rvho may not use
recording equipment, nor have access to research assistants such as those employed in the
present study-only two of many obstacles to empirical clinical practice (see Appendix B).

1ó However, little is known about the effect of recording on therapy process and outcome in
clinical research settings, much less in non-research clinical settings (Lambert & Hill, 7994).
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same patients (Barber, Luborsky, Diguer, & Crits-Christoph, 1995). This suggests that

the form of the clienfs CCRT predates the first interactions with the therapist, and is

stable during the early phase of therapy.

One possibility for future research is the use of the RAP interview as a paper and

pencil measure, yielding descriptions to be scored for CCRTs. Such an investigation may

be limited, however, by the patients' level of introspective access to their own

relationship themes, which proved a hindra¡rce to initial efforts toward a self-report

CCRT measure (Luborsky & Crits-Christoph, 1990). In the present research, it is unclear

how aware the patient r,r'as, either of her CCRT or of the larger interactional process

with the therapist. A method for tapping this awareness is now under development

(Luborsky, Crits-Christoph, Friedman, Marþ & Schaffler, 1991).

Limited process tneasute ønd process døtø. The Revised CCRT method requires

extensive validation as a psychotherapy process measure. Its measurement sensitivity is

unknown, particularly for negative interpersonal process, which was rated infrequently

in the present study. Process raters described inferential difficulties rt'ith the sole use of

written data. It is clear that much data is lost when the therapy process is not directly

seen and heard, and recommendations for the use of transcript and videotape (Lambert

& Hill, 7994) arewell-made.

Further, whether conceptualizing psychotherapy as a special form of relationship

theme (Ws tor.t'ard the therapist, interventions as ROs, and client RSs), and applying

the CCRT categories as descriptors of the therapeutic process raises incremental validity

(compared to extant alliance measures) requires cross-validational sfudies r,t'ith

established observer-based measures, e.g., Benjamin's (1993b) Structural Analysis of

Social Behavior system. And given that the client's perceptions of the therapeutic

alliance are powerful predictors of outcome (Horvath & Luborsky,1993; Orlinsky et al.,

7gg4), comparisons with self-report alliance measures are also required.

Limited outcome tneasure. Far more research is required to relate CCRT change to

other measures of clinical outcome, including (but not limited to) other interpersonal

change measures. Luborsky and Crits-Christoph (1990) and colleagues have made the

first necessary steps in this direction. It would be useful, for example, to know how the
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RS category of "disappointed and depressed" relates to extant measures of depression,

such as those employed in the NIMH Treatment of Depression study (Elkin, 1994).

Limited externøI oalidity. As noted earlier (and despite similarity to patients in

the Penn Psychotherapy Project), the present findings require case-by--case replication

(direct and systematic), followed by group studies, before they can be generaiized

(Hilliard, 7993). Further, the length of treatment in the present study (40 sessions) rests

near or beyond the boundaries of most definitions of short-term therapy (under 50

sessions, Henry et al., 1994;25 sessions or less, Koss & Shiang, 1994). Because most

psychotherapy research is short-term psychotherapy research (Lambert & Bergin, L994),

it is difficult to relate the present findings thereto.

The displeasing possibíIíty. The final study limitation may center on all

apparent study strength. Every effort to integrate resea¡ch with practice is a welcome

one (see Appendix B). The present researcher participated in all aspects of the study:

(a) in the primary data, as a participant in the interpersonal process under study; (b) in

data preparation, as transcriber and segmenter of session recordings; (c) in data

collection, as trainer of the Revised CCRT raters; and (d) in data analysis and

interpretation, as researcher. it is possible that the shared variance in the findings are

derived from this shared method variance (i.e., the presence of the therapist-researcher

across all phases of research), rather than from empirical relationships among the

variables! Ultimately, the internat vatidity of the findings rests on whether the research

design has ruled out alternative explanations (Kazdin, 7994), for example, with the hetp

of independent, reliable raters (e.g., unaware of the hypotheses and design) and the use

of objective, nottreactive, quantitative measures (e.g., transcribed videorecordings,

guided rating method). Further aspects of improving internal validity were considered in

earlier sections, as has the issue of external validity, which rests on the outcome of

future efforts at replication.

The Lørger Picture

Reløte dness ønd indiaiduølity. Each self encloses relational-dialogical processes

(Hermans, Kempen, & van Loon, L992). Indeed, the CCRT approach focuses on these
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relational representations within specific individuals. Although the theoretical emphasis

in this thesis has been on relational processes, it must be realized that both personal

identity and social identity are crucial to mental health (BBSTF-NAMHC, 1996). Each

human life consists of intertwining processes of individuation and relatedness:

a dialectical system in which achievements in one sphere make possible further
developments in the other. It is apparent, for example that an iñcreasingly
differentiated, integrated, and mature sense of self ii contingent on estabiiéhing
satisfying interpersonal relationships; conversely, the development of mature
relationships is contingent on the development of mature self-identity. These two
developmental processes evolve in an interactive, reciprocally balanced, mutually
facilitating fashion from birth through senescence. lGuisingei & Blatt, 1994, p.1(í8;
see also Hermans & Hermans-lanzen, 1995)

This is the same dialectical process that occurs within and between the participants in

the therapeutic relationship. Ultimately, the importance of psychotherapy rests in its

Power to restore and sustain the client's twofold sense of uniqueness and belongingness.

Looking Ahead

Future theoretical work needs to elaborate patterns of stability and change in the

CCRT, and be continually informed by several areas of research. Specification of the

relationship between the interpersonal process within therapy, the internalization of this

Process by the client over time, and its theorized generalization (or "transfer") to

important relationships outside therapy is theoretically cmcial. Moreover, this

generalization needs to be validated with direct studies of these outside relationships.

Little has been said in this thesis about the clienls actual relationships per se, as much

as their intemal representations as the client's CCRT.

Fufure research needs to relate these theorized processes with direct observations

of the therapeutic relationship and extratherapeutic relationships. Participant-observer

(self-report) measures of transference-for both client and therapist-also require

development and comparison n'ith observation. Further, the Revised CCRT process

measure urgently needs more extensive convergent and discriminant validation. It is
likely that it would be improved through the use of both transcripts and audio- or

videotape, and with the help of clinically experienced raters. These are a few of the
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necessary steps torvard understanding the interpersonal conditions (e.g., the quality of

previous therapy relationships, the early development of the alliance) that may

predispose or forestall transference with the therapist as well as the client's

internalization of the therapeutic relationship.

Future practice rests on a solid foundation of efficary and effectiveness research

(Seligman, L994,1995). This research consistently points to the powerful role of the

relationship between client and therapist in this effectiveness (Horvath & Greenberg,

1994;Lambert & Bergin, L994; Orlinsky et al., 1994). As the millennium approaches,

much recent discussion in clinical psychology centers on the future of psychotherapy

(Cumrnings,7995; Mahoney, 1995). Some have questioned (a) the form and duration of

its delivery in the current health care era (Broskowsl<t,1995); (b) the current emphasis on

cost-effectiveness rather than client well-being (Karon, 1995; Messer & Warren,1995),

and (c) its very place in the profession of clinical psychology (Humphreys,1996).

However, there is little doubt, at least ¿unong experts in the field, that psychotherapy

will continue to be needed and valued (Norcross, Alford, & DeMichele,L992). The

"intrepid practitioner of the twenty-first century" (Mahoney, L995) faces many

challenges ahead in a rapidly changing world. But the central challenge-understanding

the relationship between client and therapist-will outlast all others.
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Appendix A
Psychotherapy Research: The Cunent Scene

Modern psychotherapy, like psychology, has had a relatively brief history (about

100 years). Unlike psychology, research in psychotherapy (that is, research in the

modern sense) did not begin until midway through its history, during the 1950s. The

earlier part of the century rvas spent setting the stage for scientific research,

demonstrating "how the complex personal phenomena of psychotherapy could be

brought out of the private consulting room into the purvievv of scientific study without

disrupting these phenomena beyond recognition" (Orlinsky & Russell, 1994,pp.791,-

192). Following the gauntlet thrown dovvn by Eysenck (1952)-the charge of clinical

inefficary and scientific illegitimacy-the next major task of the field was to establish

the clinical value of psychotherapy and its viability as a focus of scientific inquiry. The

second generation of researchers undertook this twofold task. By the end of the 1970s a

series of research teams had marshalled evidence establishing large effect sizes for a

spectrum of theoretical approaches to psychotherapy (Luborsky, Singeç & Luborsky,

7975; Sloane, Staples, Cristol, Yorkton, & Whipple,7975; Smith, Glass, & Miller, 19g0).

Currently, there is a general consensus that the effects of psychotherapy exceed

spontaneous remission (contrary to Eysenck's charge) and are generally positive and

enduring for a wide range of psychological problems (Lambert & Bergin, 1994).

However, these conclusions- drawn from meta-analyses of hundreds of empirical

studies-still have their critics (e.g., Rachman & Wilson,7980), vvith Eysenck (1990)

virtually unmoved from his original position after forty years.

New Questions

Thus, over the last th¡ee decades a fundamental shift has occurred in the field,

from investigating ushether psychotherapy works to investiga ting how psychotherapy

works (Shapiro, 1995). As Kiesler (1995) observes, beginning in the mid-1960s,

psychotheraPy researchers rt'ere poised and ready for this new, zeitgei.sf, which initially

appeared in various forms:

. . . which therapist behaviors are most effective with which types of patients?
(Kiesler, 1966, p.773)
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. . . which procedures and techniques, when used to accomplish what kinds of behavior
change, a¡e most effective with what kinds of clients when applied by what kind of
counselor? (Krumboltz, 7966, p. 22)

What treatment, by zuhont, is most effective for this individual with thaf specific
problem, underz¿rft ich set of circumstances? (Paul,196Z, p. 111).

Paul's (1967) formulation became especially cited, and was eventually christened as the

litany (Stiles, Shapiro, & Eltiott, 1986). It is unclear n'hy earlier versions of the litany

went largely unheard. Kiesler (1995) cites one example: A decade before The zeitgeist,

Sanford (1953) had asserted: "From the point of viert' of science, the question 'Does

psychotherapy do any good?' has little interest because it is virtually meaningless . . .

The question is which people, in what circumstances, responding to what

psychotherapeutic stimuli" (pp. 335-336). In recent years, the litany has become more

refined. Essentially, researchers seek to specify the therapist operations, therapeutic

contexts, and immediate client performances which lead to therapeutic change

(Greenberg,1986; Rice & Greenberg,IgS4). Kiesler (1995) offered perhaps the most

distilled version to date:

What package-of-which specific therapist miniature interventions, in what optimal
sequence/ applied by therapists demonstrating what level of expertise within what
relational context, will successfully engage which proximate anã ultimate mechanisms
of patient chan_ge toward the alleviatiãn of what åpecific pattern of DSM patient
maladjustment? (p. 100)

Deciding how to go about addressing this question (i.e., by which measures ald

methods)is almost as complex as the phenomena itself, and may account for the

methodologicat pluralism that characterizes modern psychotherapy research (Bergin &

Garfield, 1,994; Kazdin, 7994) in its struggle to strike to strike a balance between

simplicity and complexity (see Elliott & Anderson, L994) in its constructs and designs.

An important aspect of the foregoing shift has been the critical reappraisal of

longstanding assumptions concerning both metatheory and methodology.

MetøtheoretícøI and Metho dolo gical Dilemmøs

Outdøted analogies. The question of what constitutes therapeutic change

(psychotherapy outcome) and hon'it comes about (psychotherapy process) has always
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been the fundamental focus of psychotherapy research (Strupp, 1986). Because of the

initial perception of psychotherapy as a form of medical treatment, virtually all

psychotheraPy research to date has implicitly subscribed to this paradigm, dubbed the

drug metaphor by Stiles and Shapiro (1994): the view of psychotherapy as comprising

"active ingredients", supplied by the therapist to the client. These active ingredients are

Process comPonents (i.e., techniques such as interpretation or reflection). Within this

medical or pharmacological analogy, it is asserted that if a component is an active

ingredient then administering a high level of it is supposed to yield a positive outcome.

Ingredients which fail to do so are presumed to be inert, akin to the concept of placebo in

pharmacological resea¡ch. Russell (L994) takes a critical stance with this anaTogy,

particularly as it is exemplified by Yeaton and Sechrest's (1981) concepts of strength

and integrity of treatment. Strength is analogous to drug dosage whereas integrity is

analogous to drug purity. Higher levels of both are generally held as leading to better

outcomes. Implicit in the drug metaphor is that it makes sense to think of

psychotheraPy as composed of substances which can be isolated and applied in

measurable quantities, and independent of the context of administration.

An associated assumption is the hypothesis asserting the separability of specific

(technique) and nonspecific (relationship) contributions to therapy process and

outcome. Butler and Strupp (7986) argued that, unlike drugs, psychotherapeutic

interventions concern meaning, and are thus inherently dependent on the conscious,

active participation of both therapist and client, with their idiosyncratic meaning

systems. These authors offered a compelling case for rejecting the specific-nonspecific

dichotomy, in light of its misappropriation of the medical paradigm to psychotherapy:

Psychotherapy is rtot a medical technology that can be administered to a passive
patient, and that somehow eradicates an illness or syndrome, leaving the patient
"crtted," . . . Yet since psychotherapy, like medicine, attempts to alleriiate hr*un
suffering, the medical analogy persists . . . the search for specific "active ingredients,,
of psychotheraPy as one would investigate a drug . . . impiies that research"should
ultimately produce a "psychotherapy antibiotic,' a contextless agent capable of
bringing about the desired result regardless of the persons involveã. gSee, p. ZZ¡

conceptually, this analysis underscores the identity of psychotherapy with its
interpersonal context (Mahoney & Norcross,7993; St upp, 1986). The sea¡ch for the

conceptually inappropriate "active ingredients" of change, shifts to an explication of
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how "therapist qualities interact with patient characteristics to produce, or fail to

produce, the interpersonal conditions necessary for therapeutic change" (Butler &

strrpp, 1986, p.30). Therapist techniques, far from comprising a disembodied

repertoire operating independently of context, are recast as the therapist's efforts to

influence the quality of the patient's experience in relation to the therapist as a

significant other (Strupp & Binder, Lg84). Psychotherapy becomes transfigured as the

"systematic use of ø human relationship for therapeutic purposes" (Butler and Strupp ,'l.986,

p.36, emphasis in original).

Another limitation implicit in the drug metaphor is that the "inert ingredients" are

often regarded as placebos (or "nonspecific" effects). Here the problem is that one

treatment model's active ingredients is another treatrnent model's placebo: The placebo

concept has no universal meaning (Elliott, Stiles, & Shapiro, 1993). Moreover, given that

placebos in drug research comprise psychological effects, the term becomes nonsensical

within the psychological context of psychotherapy. It has been roundly suggested that

both the drug metaphor and the placebo concept be retired (Parlofl 1986; Russ e11,7994;

stiles & shapiro, 1994; Strupp, L986), with so-called placebos specified as more

meaningful comparison groups, such as alternative treatments (Elliott et a1.,799J;

Lambert & Bergin, 1994).

To date, one of the most exemplary instances of such a study has been the

National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH) Treatment of Depression Collaborative

Research Program (see Elkiry 1994, for a surrunary), a well-publicized and rigorous

multisite grouP comparison of two brief psychotherapies and pharmacotherapy; it
virtually set the standard for subsequent studies. Howeveç the NIMH study was also

exemplary of the drug metaphor, perhaps by virtue of its design (randomized clinical

triat). Most evident was the inseparability of therapist from therapy: Unlike the

pharmacological treatments, the administration of the comparison psychotherapies were

highty dependent on the site of administration and on the therapists involved (i.e., the

interpersonal context) (Elkin, 1994).

The importance of theoreticøI ønd hypothesis aatidity. In addition to the more

familiar forms of erroneous conclusions (Type I and II errors), another pervasive problem
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involves the Type III error: The completion of the zorong experiment,n herein

faulty measurements, experimental designs, or conceptualization of cmcial variables
prohibit meaningful interpretation of experimental results. . . .This oversight is serious
because Type Itr errors override both Type I and Type [I errors. Who cares if a
hypothesis is erroneously accepted or rejected if the hypothesis is misspecified to begin
with? (Smith & Sech¡est,1991,, p.237)

Smith and Sechrest discuss this point following Mahoney's (1978) concept of theoretical

ualidity, the degree to which (a) a study has some logical bearing on a specific

hypothesis or theory, and thus (b) the adequary of the researcher's understanding of the

study variables. Closely related is the concept of hypothesis aølidity,the congmence

between theory, research hypotheses, statistical hypotheses, and statistical tests

(wampotd, Davis, & Good, 1990). Thus, a study with adequate hypothesis validity

yields results which are informative about theory, the nature of the relation between

constructs. Hypothesis validity is threatened by theoretically inconsequential or

ambiguous research hypotheses, noncongruence of research and statistical hypotheses,

and diffuse statistical hypotheses and tests. Type III erïors appear endemic in much

extant psychotheraPy research (Smith & Sechres! L991); conceptually inappropriate

methods abound. The methodologicat dilemma can be illustrated by examples from

both the early and more recent eras of psychotherapy research.

Illustratíozs. During the 1960s, process research was predominated by the

labours of researchers from the client-centered tradition (Orlinsky & Russell, 1994). The

central objective was to provide empirical support for the validity of Ca¡l Rogers's

(1957) necessary and sufficient conditions of therapeutic change (therapist empathy,

warmtlç and self-congruence). "Paradoxically, although Rogers's theory emphasized the

client's experience of the "facilitative conditions" . . . positivist methodological biases led

most researchers to use objectified, nonparticipant-observational measures of therapist

behavior" (orlinsky & Russell, 1994, p. r94, ernphasis added). In other words, a Type

III error had been comrnitted.

Unfortunately, in this regard little has changed in the decades that followed. By

rn'ay of illustratiory let us return to the exemplary NIMH collaborative study. While

acknowledging its sophistication and rigour, Beutler (7997) noted similar problems

thereiry most notably the complete absence of a theoretical framework. This

69
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shortcoming was especially evident in the sample selection of the study; patients r,r,ere

selected without regard to any theoretical differentiation among treatrnents; theoretical

and hypothesis validity gave way to diagnostic reliability. (In defense of the study,

certain measures znere selected to reflect differential change processes among treatments.)

The importance of theoretícal guidance. In this regard, it is worth quoting again

{rom Smith and Sechrest (1991):

We believe strongly that if psychotherapeutic interventions are going to improve
substantially, . . . better theory is going to be required, and that theory will have to
have its basis in fundamental psychological research. Twenty-five years ago,
Goldstein, Heller, and Sech¡est (7966) proposed that psychotherapy should be, first
and foremost,psychological, and that meant grounding theory and-practice in the basic
concepts and findings of the field. They did not believe that much piogress could be
made by trying to develop what would be a separate, isolated discipüìe of
psychotheraPy. . . . Despite a good bit of assent from others at the time, even some
acclaim, the main thesis . . . has been, we think, largely ignored . . . for the most part
current literature on psychotherapy appears to pay scant attention to research on basic
behavioral and conceptual processes. (p.229, emphasis in originar)

It is indeed unusual that the field of psychotherapy should be so removed from its

parent discipline. Repeated calls for grounding psychotherapy research in basic findings

from related areas of psychology (Forsyth & Strong, 1986;Higginbotham, west, &

Forsyt}ç 1988; Smith & Sechres! L991) appear to have gone largely unheard; the era of

atheoreticality continues (Bergin & Garfield ,7994). yet the question of how

psychotherapy works begins as a theoretical question. Russell (rgg4) argues

that the quest for an observational language free from any and all theoretical influence
. ' . has in fact failed, and in principle nutst fail.. . . Thus, in order to capture the world
as it is outside of our symbolic nets, realist assumptions tend to result in the need to
advocate for a language that does not mediate in any way - ironically, for a language
that is not a language. (pp. 179,126)

Russell exhorts psychotherapy researchers, indeed all scientists, to "each articulate as

best as possible [their] particular frames of reference and systems of description, and. . .

volunteer to serve as one another's severest critics . . . informed by an agreement to

disagree, knowing that knowledge increases through the bittersweet clash of ideas,, (p.

70

78L-782). Indeed, this thesis has devoted much space to such theoretical articulation.
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Appendix B
Further Methodological Issues in Psychotherapy Research

Issues in the Process of Process Rating

Current thinking holds measures taken from the perspectives of clien! therapist,

and independent observer as mutually informing, with none holding a privileged position

of validity (Lambert & Hill, 1994; Orlinsky et aI., L994). Kihlstrom (7994; Kihlstrom &

Cunrringham, 1991) argued that one c¿¡.n never be sure of the validity of psychotherapy

Process ratings made by independent observers, which may very well reflect raters' own

predispositions, assumptions, and biases, even with the presence of high interobserver

reliability. Reliability, although a prerequisite for validity, does not ensure it.

Kihlstrom's position is supported by findings of high interobserver reliabilities within but

not across independent research groups using identical methods (Collins & Messer,

t99L). Moreover, surprisingly little research has been conducted on the process of

psychotheraPy Process rating (Moras & Hill, 1991), despite the central role the method

has played in the field. Attempts at reducing measurement error have usually involved

acquiring ratings from large panels of judges (see L. M. Horowitz,1994; Weiss, Iggg).

Nevertheless, without replication across research groups, one can never be sure about the

problem Kihlstrom (7994) raised. This problern worsens n hen considering research

conducted in everyday clinical practice, which may not have access to either the sheer

number of judges, nor the resources to train them adequately.

Integrøtíng Reseørch and Practice: Validity Issues

Integrøtíon problems. Because the therapy studied in this thesis took place in a

university training clinic, one employing videorecordings of sessions for supervision

PurPoses, these recordings presented an opportunity to comp¿rïe independent ratings of

verbatim transcripts of recorded sessions collected over the course of the therapy. The

present study employed a small group of trained, independent, clinically naive raters

who r,t'ere unfamiliar with the patient, unaware of the therapist's research hypotheses,

and unapprised of the patient's clinical outcome. Moreover, because the research was

conducted in a training clinic wherein a limited amount of research is conducted, limited
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resources were available to the therapist for research, a logistic sifuation that is

representative of a large proportion of practitioners who are supportive of research, but

are logistically hindered in carrying it out (Coheru Sargent, & Sechrest ,1986; Morron -

Bradley & Elliot, 1986). If systematic research could be conducted vvith acceptable

levels of scientific rigor within such a context, it could also point toward a model

bridging the much lamented chasm between research and practice.

The foregoing proposition is not a new one. A chorus of voices have continually

sung the praises of merging clinical research and practice ever since the scientist-

practitioner model was accepted by our discipline (Barlow, 7981; Goldfried, 1984;

Hayes, L981; Kiesle4 1981; Lerner, 1952; Raimy, L9s0; shakow, 19T6; stricker, l99z;

Strupp, 7989). After nearly half a century, a pessimistic vien'is that these voices have

largely gone unheard, gven that each ensuing decade has begun with renewed calls for

integrating clinical psychology's two disciplines (e.g., Chass an, 7967; Kazdin, rggr),

followed by relatively few sustained efforts and continued separation of science and

service among practitioners (Cohen et al., 1986;Morcolt'-Bradley & Elliot, 1986).

Despite ethical and professional prescriptions to the contrary, most private

practitioners do not conduct process-outcome sfudies of their practices. In the last

several decades, the total number of published empirical investigations of private

practice consists of a single study, Clement's (1995) quantitative evaluation of his 26

years of private practice. Clement could find only one other published report in this

vein, rvhich inspired him to do the same as he began his on'n practice inl966.

Integration potentíals. A more optimistic view is tha! at present, clinical

psychology has never been in a better position to reconcile the "troubled marriage"

between the two subdisciplines (Elliott & Morrow-Bradley, 1994;lHilliard,, L993; Marten

& Heimberg,1995; Miller, Luborsky, Barber, & Docherty,Tggg). The distinguished

contributors to a recent volume addressing this separation seem to share this optimistic

,tig\ ' (Talley, Strupp, & Butleç 1994). Who better to ask (and provide answers to) the

key research questions of clinicians than clinicians themselves? In the idealized model,

research and practice interact and mutually inform: The present study is one of many

recent efforts towa¡d the goal of empirical clinical practice (Jayaratne & Levy, IgZg).
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One remedy for the lack of research could involve modifications of the methods

employed in the present sfudy. With clients' consent, practitioners could record

sessions and enlist the aid of like-minded (research-oriented) colleagues as research

judges in a collaborative investigation of their respective practices. Given the rise of

grouP practices in recent years, this approach has become increasingly feasible. One

obstacle to such empirical research within group practices might involve the difficulty in

keeping one another una\t¡are of research hypotheses. Hon'ever, recent evidence suggests

that experimenter and rater biases need not be necessary consequences of awareness of

hypotheses (Messer et a1.,1992). More importantly, \^'ith accountability being the

watchword of the present service delivery system, empirical clinical practice will soon

become essential (Cumming s, 1995 ; Hersch, 7995; Karon, I99S).

Although the measures employed in this study are informed by psychodynamic,

interpersonal, and sociocognitive perspectives, the methods and design of single-case

research are theory-free (Hayes,1987; Hilliard, \993), and present one of the most

traffic-free avenues to empirical clinical practice (Barlor,r' & Hersen, L984; Fonagy &

Moran, 1994). Marten and Heimberg (1995) suggest that the collective wisdom of the

thousands of independent practitioners represents an enormous storehouse of

knowledge awaiting systematic study.

The majority of clinicians describe the enormous influence of clinical experience

(both personal and published) on their own clinical practice, in contrast to the relatively

minimal influence of clinical research. Over two decades ago, Luborsky (1969,1972)

found this position justified by the lack of relevant research. However, not only can

research now influence clinical practice (Luborsky, 1987;Luborsky, Docherty, Miller, &

Barber, 1993), the time has come for research to consistently qccompany clinical practice

(Safran, Greenberg, & Rice, 1988). An analogy might be dran'n between the research-

practice relationship and the findings of the present study. With frequent positive

interactions over time, a mutual transference of knowledge could occur, resulting in the

development of a productive working alliance between science and service (Eltiott &
Morron-B r adley, 799 4).
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Tel: (204) 474-9222
FAX (20.t) 47Hi297

Intrcduction
Hil \Me need you help! In a moment we will deseibe a prcgro of reseanh that will tske plaæ at tåe
Psychological Sewice Centæ (PSC) over the nert few yem. 'Ihis research pmgru will try ø uderstad how
therapy helps peple with their_oncems æd prcblems. One apprcach is for the participants of therapy (that is,
the client æd the tåempist)-to ñIl out questiomaires about their experiences during thårapy sessions. 

-This 
kind of

reseæh is a-lready takiugplace at tàe PSC; perhaps you may have already participãæd in this research. A seænd
qpprcach is for tåe reseæhers to.obserye how the thempist and client inærÀct during a tåerapy session.
Obseruing "!ght mem actually. sitting in duing a live session; aoråer way is for tåe-resea*tr"* ø list€n to tåpe
recordings of sessions or t¡ read wri¿te¡ trmsripts of what each pemn said to each other during therapy sessiåns.
This is the kínd of reseæh we're i¡vitiDg you to participate in.

Why i-s the Research Important?
As a PSC client you'll remember how you thgl?py sessions æ reærded (usually on vidætape, but sometimes on
a.udiotape instead) so that your tåerapist æuld be superuised by more experiencãd c[nical psychologists. Once a
9.1Íent decides to stop æning for tåerapy,.the.tàempiét doses up,their ñló and erases all of 'thä 

sessiãn record.ings.
Being able to watrh themselves in a session is extremely hel¡ful for students to leam to be betær ttrerapiiti. lï
wouJd be equally helpñrl for therapists in genera.l to how what kinds of thinç ænd to help their clients. This is
where reseuch cæ play a big pêr_t. By studlng how a client and a thempisitaìk and interact duing a session,
reseæhers may find some general principles to iEpmve trre way therapy is practiced in the futue.

Vlhat tüouldYou Liþe Me to Do?
This.letær is m invitation to you. We wouìd liks you pemission to ue the remrdings of ¡ou sessions at the pSC
fo.r tJre, reseanh progra,m we arg developing. 

. 
Si.cè youi therapist is also a part of thJsessíor., *; ;iU b; ;ki;; -

his or her pemission a.lso. Right now you night be wonderinj how the rec.ordines *ould be used in tÀe researchl
There ale at least t¡Jee different wa¡æ. The fist way is t¡ use tåe ñril reærdinf (sound and pictues) for reseuch.
The reseafthers and their assistmts wou-ld study the tape, obsering how tåe tierapist and client i¡æracæd
duing tåe session, læking for what seemed particularlyhelpful. lhl seænd way is'ø use jusi tùe soud
remrdings (audiotap_e) for research, Like ttre-first way, researchen would list¿n io the tapJrecordings, but could
not see the people who were speaking. The thi¡d way is to use trmscripts: These are tåe sessions iñ writt¿n fom.
In this case, a reseæch âssistÐt listens to the tapes and writ¿s do*n what each person."y" d*iog 

" ""aaio".ïhese written truscripLs ue then used for the reieæh.

What About ConfidentiøIíty?
As ¡ou may know, all reseæh mnducted at the mivemity is appmved before the research begins. For ou
depuhnent (Psyclology), thir Ís done by tåe H!-m ¡thiial Rèview Commitæe. Their job is-ø ensue tåar
everJ¡one who psrticipat€s in reserch is beated ethically. A big concem is keeping rese-æh matenals confidentiat.
Mostpæple agree that what a therapist and client ta-lk about in a session is eìlpeõially privaæ. this is wtry we
need botÀ.}ou czd Jmw therapist tô give ilfomed ænsent. Both re aeeded: If äithe. i".soo àoes not give tfieir
@osent, t¡en the reseuch Ís not.a]lowed to be done. lf pemission is given by both peåpl", t¡e" the reãea¡chen
promise that their recordings will be kept con-fidential, and that no on-e outsiãe of thã *i"*"h"rs md their
assistmts would have access Do the reærdings. As before, all recordings will remai¡ sæuely søred in pSC frle
cabinets. Some pæple ùe more omfort¡ble with the reseschen usin-g witæn U.-sc¡pæl ärat way, the
reseæh assistmt cm renove infomalio-n (such æ nanes or places) fiõm the research oiuæ.iJ, -":.ítiJii.""nmore confidenti-al. Other pæple te confortable witå the reswchere being able ø lisæn ø (but not see) tùe
t¡rerapist and client.rilking in a reærding...Tbere æe other pæple who are æmfortable with their videotâpes as
reseæch qat¿ria.l._ Allth¡ee types of recording æ usefi:I. As you make you decision,5ou shord"rlt;;ã; t" 

-
what ¡rcu feel comfortable with 
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lYhat If I Don't FeeI Comfortabl,e?
It's perfectly natural to feel tlis way. In the past, both clienæ md tåerapists have felt siEilarly. Other clients md
therapists feel that it's alright, especially because research is iBportæt. Different people just have different
preferences. You should do whatyou leel is best. We als wa¡t to enphasize that, even ifyou decide not to give
¡rcu pemission, it will not affect you being sæn at the PSC, in any way. If you do agæe ø panicipate, it i; also
okay to tal\ about it with you tùerapist aftemards. You should als feel free ø telephoue tÀe resemhen (ou
phone nmbers æe lisæd below) if ¡ou would like to know more about tåe reseuch. Ãlw, if after agreeing to
participate, you later decide to withd¡aw ¡ou participation, JDu æ æmpletely free to do s.

So, What ExactIX Are You Reseørching?
Cmntly, the resea¡ch focuses.on how what tàe tÀempist says affects the dient's prcgæss in tÀempy. For
*41ñple, we aæ invesLigating the importance of u/¡a¿ tåe two people talk about (e.g., leelinp, thougirts, nemories)
ând t¡e importflce-of-how it is talked about (e.g.,.in a wm, supportive way). Mmy di-fferãni thinl: often happen
duing tåerapy, includi-ng talking about feelings, thinking of new ways of oping øttr pmblens æd óying tåem ðut,
a¡dsoon. Ifwehadabettermderet¿nding(thmughresearch)ofwhichpaitiarlæthiDEBwereespecialllhelpful,
then we could.inprcve the way tåerapy is practiced laær on. It's prcbably safe ø say tñat most p-eople jeekiåg
thempy would like to loow tåat there is some gmd scientific evidénce for the effecdvôness of tåe iherapy. Mosi
reserchen md,tù,empists seem to agree- tåat lhempy s efrective for a lot of pmple. Now we æ nyin!-ø nnd an
mswer for pæple.who ask us,¡¡ou it works md uåy it is effective. One of thè bèst çays to o"oweit}rii question is
to see what actuÀlly goes on in the tåerapy ofactual clients and therapists.

Where Do I Go From Eere?
On the next page we a-sk you to give your pemission to use ¡ou session recordings for reseanh. We aiso ask you to
check off which type of rærding lou ue mmfortable with (vidæ md audio, audio only, written only). By g'ivini 

'ousignatue on lhis ænsent fom you ænfim tåal you have read the i¡rfomation abovsmd ue ænfo¿abtJwith-the
res¡arch described. Please keep t-he fißt two pages for 

'ou 
om reference md give the signed onsent fom to

eìther ¡mu tJrerapist or to thelSC-secetary at the Front Desk" The fom will tten be givin to the resea¡chen.
When mme stüdy r€sults qre foud, ttre general findinç will be reported to you. thestñnrlings will not be
mmected with æy identifyilg infomation (e.g., nmes of participmts).

ThanJi.¡ou very.much for bking some time to read ou letter. Again, we would like you to phone either of us if ¡ou
would like to talk some more about tåe reseuch pmgran.

Sincerely¡mum,
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Robert G. Santos, B. À (Adv.)
Graduat¿ S¿udent, Cliaical Psychology Tel: (204) 474-9222 (message)

A¡ / tt. ,/
f ,''' en'^^ //'t""n/

Maryin J. Brodsky, Ph.D., C. Psych.
Reserch Adviær, Associate Professor ofPsycholog' Tel: (204) 474-9626 or 474-9838 (message)

(this reseæh is apÞmved by):

- page2 of2 -

David G. Ma¡tin, Ph.D., C. Psych.
Direcør, Psychological Sewice Centre
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Infor me d C o ns ent øn d C o nfi d ent í øIíty C o ntr act

ill,.uEWf'

THE IjNT!'ERSITY OF ¡!{ÂNNOBA P5YCHOLOCICAI SERVICE CENTRE V¡nnip€8, Maniroba
C¡nadã R3T 2N2

Tet: (204) 474-9222
Ft¿: /¿OÐ 4744297

INF0RMED C0NSEilT and C0NFlDEMnAuw C0NIFACT

As a prospectiva @LpeI!ÞÞglL I havê:

( 1 ) Re€d the lnformation She€t lor Prosp€rtivo Research Part¡cipants lncluded ¡n thb pâckage and

undeßtood the informatlon contained therein, including the sahguaÉs for ke€plng sesslon ræordlngs

and resærch findlngs confidentlal, w¡th lhe erceptlon ot the reseårchers (Rob Santos and Dr. Marvln

Brodsky) and thek research assistants;

(21 Agre€d to indlcale b€low' with my slgnature, lhs typqs) of session recordlngs (lf any) I would fe€l

comfortable with being used for research purposes;

( 3 ) Understood that dec¡ding notto participale ¡n ths resærch descrlbed above will !g! aflecl my b€ing seen

at lho PSC in any way, whatsoever;

( 4 ) Understood that if I dec¡de to parllcipate ¡n tho r€seårch descdbed above, I am freo to withdraw my

parlicipat¡on, at any llmê aftetw'ards,

Reâd and agre€d lo:

Name of Client (please prinl) : Date:

Pleåse lndicate vour cho¡ce(sl of recordlnq bv sionino vour full name bëide vour choice:

Fullrccording (sound and pblures, includes transcript):

Aud¡o recoding (sound only, includes transcript)

TÌanscrip( (written vers¡on of session conveßat¡on):
r 

lf you would like ident¡tying informat¡on (e.9., names) Ielglgd from the transcript place your initiab here

I choose !9! t0 give permbsion for the use of my sess¡on recordings for research

Ð
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Table 1
Core Conflictual Relationship Theme (CCRT) Standard Category Clusters

77

Wishes (Ws) Responses of Others (ROs) Responses of Self (RSs)

w1

w2

TO ASSERT MYSELF
& BE INDEPENDENT
to have self-control,
tobe my own person

TOOPPOSE, HURT,
& CONTROL OTHERS

W3 TO BE CONTROLLED,
HURT&NOT
RESPONSIBLE
not obligated, not helped,
to be like others

W4 TO BE DISTANT &
AVOID CONFLICTS
to not be hurt

W5 TO BE CLOSE &
ACCEPTING
to respect others,
to be open,
to have trust,
tobe opened up to,

W6 TO BE LOVED &
UNDERSTOOD
to be respected,
accepted, liked

W7 TO FEEL GOOD &
COMFORTABLE
to have stabilitv',
to feel happy, tti fecl
good abotrtmyself

rV8 TO ACHIEVE &
HELP OTHERS
to better myself,
to be good

RO1 STRONG
independenÇ
huPPy

RO2 CONTROLLING
strict

RO3

RS1 HELPFUL
amopen,
understand

RS2 UNRECEPTIVE
don't understand,
amnotopen,
dislike others

RS3 RESPECTEb
& ACCEPTED
feel comfortable, happy,
loved, fec'l like others

RS4 OPPOSE&HURT
OTHERS

RS5 SELF-CONTROLLED
& SELF-CONFIDENT
independent, in control

RS6 HELPLESS
out of control,
uncertain,
dependent

RS7 DISAPPOINTED &
DEPRESSED
angry, unloved,
jcalous

RS8 ANXIOUS & ASHAMED
Cuilty

RO4

RO5

RO6

UPSET
hurt,dependent
anxlous, angry/
out of control

BAD
not trustworthy

REJECTINC &
OPPOSING
doesn't trust me,
doesn't respectme,
is not understanding,
dislikes me, is distant,
unhelpful, hurts me

HELPFUL
cooperative

LIKES À,,IE

respectsme,
lovesme,givesme
independence'

RO7

RO8 UNDERSTANDING
open,accepting

Nofe. From Luborsky and Crits-Christoph (7990, pp.49-50).
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Table 2

rnterøter Reliability coefficíents: ccRT Problem and outcome profiles

Summarizing unit

Session Phase

CCRT component 7 2 41 42 Ea¡lv Late

Wishes .77 .67 .Zi, .82 .BZ .75

Responses of others .77 .83 .84 .TT .gS .g0

Responses of self .76 .75 .71 .79 .92 .77

Nof¿. CCRT: Core Conflictual Relationship Theme.
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Table 3
Interater Relíabilíty coelficients; ccRT Therapy process profiles

Summarizing unit

Session Phase

CCRT component L 2 47 42 Early Late

Wishes .83 .69 .68 .79 .96 .74

Responses of others .84 .80 .9I .gZ .gZ .g0

Responses of self .85 .96 .9I .TZ .96 .g0

llof¿. CCRT: Core Conflictual Relationship Theme.
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Table 4
The Client's Transference Pattern: Perz¡asizteness Scores of CCRT Cøtegories
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Summarizing unit

Phase

CCRT component 41 42 Early Late

To assert myself
and be independent

To oppose, hurt,
and control

To tre controlled, hurt,
and not responsible

To be distant
and avoid conflicts

To be close and accepting

To be loved
and understood

To feel good
and comfortable

To achieve and help

L4

SD

.40.45.30

.20

Wishes

.37

.25

.22

.44.35

.26.77.20.27

.07

.00

.10

.25

.25

.40

.50

.20

.25

.76

.32

.45

.22

.33

.13

.05

.45

.11

.23

.34

.76

.26

.15

.20

.60

.10

.29

.79

.18

.47

.25

.35

.47

.22

.31

.72

.22

?q

.15

.26

.15

.46

.77

.50

,10

.57

.25

Positive ROs

Helptul

Liking

Understanding

M
SD

.15 .05

.20 .05

.15 .02

.r7 .04

.03 .01

.1"6

.20

.27

.27

.06

.40

.10

.40

.30

.'t7

.08

.10

.07

.08

.02

.20

.L9

.30

.23

.06
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Open and understood

Respected and accepted

Oppositional

Self-controlled
and self-confid,ent

M
SD

Positive RSs

.02

.00

.30

.L7

.12

.74

.07 .06

.07 .15

.25 .35

.00

.10

.30

.15

.20

.15

.28 .31

.1.7 .22

.11 .14

.39 .00

.24 .10

.t6 .'t4

.07

.76

.36

.50

.25

.77

Negative ROs

Controlling

Upset

Bad

Rejecting/opposing

M
SD

.50 .47

.25 .65

.35 .47

.70 .47

.45 .52

.20 .09

.07

.1.6

.52

.43

.30

.22

.40

.60

.20

.50

.43

.77

.13

.24

.46

.44

.32

.76

Unreceptive

Helpless

Disappointed
and depressed

Anxious ancl ashamecl

M
SD

Negative RSs

.55

.52

.39 .60

.74 .70

.55

.60

.55

.75

.60 .60

.50 .22

.60 .48

.11 .77

.45

.11

.27

.77

.40

.30

.50

.18

.60

.32

.50

.72

Ncrf¿. CCRT: Core Conflictual Relationship Theme, ROs = responses from others, RSs: responses of self.
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Table 5
The Clíent-Therapist Process: Percasizteness Scores of CCRT Categories
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Summarizing unit

Phase

CCRT component 41 42 Earlv Late

To assert myself
and be independent

To oppose, hurt,
and control

To be controllecl, hurt,
and not responsible

To be distant
and avoid conflicts

To be close and acceptir-rg

To be loved
and understood

To feel good
and conrfortable

To achieve ancl help

M
SD

Wishes toward the therapist

.00

.03

.00.00

.r7

.00

.05.02

.00

.02

.11

.00

.02

.29

.01

.17

.02

.43

.04

.37

.10

.02

.1.2

.18

.00

.01

.39

.47

.17

.01

.74

.1.9

.00

.57

.32

.15

.77

.20

.00

.57

.33

.72

.18

.20

Positive ROs from the therapist

Helptul

Liking

Understancling

M
SD

.44 .29 .39

.02 .05 .08

.48 .56 .62

.32 .30 .37

.26 .26 .27

.38

.01

.42

.27

.22

.J/

.03

.52

.31

.25

.39

.05

.53

.32

.25
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Positive client RSs

Open and understoocl

Respected and accepted

Oppositional

Self-controlled
and self-confident

A4

SD

.44 .48

.44 .48

.00 .00

.59

.59

.00

.45

.18

.00

.02 .04

.r7 .27

.20 .30

.02 .02 .04 .03

.16 .77 .25 .30

.21. .20 .27 .33

.42

.25

.00

.Õ/

.56

.00

Controlling

Upset

Bad

Rejecting/ opposing

M
SD

Negative ROs from the therapist

.01 .01 .01 .02

.00 .00 .00 .00

.00 .00 .00 .00

.00 .00 .00 .00

.002 .002 .002 .005

.004 .005 .005 .01

.01 .01

.00 .00

.00 .00

.00 .00

.001 .002

.002 .005

Negative client RSs

Unreceptive

Helpless

Disappointecl
and depressed

Anxious and ashamecl

M
SD

.02 .01

.02 .07

.03 .03

.02 .03

.02

.06

.01

.02

.01

.02

.00

.00

.007

.009

.01 .01

.04 .02

.01

.02

.00

.00

.008

.01

.02

.04

.03

.01

.00

.00

.007

.01

Nof¿. CCRT: Core Conflictual Relationship Theme, ROs: responses from others, RSs: resPonses of self.
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Table 6

The Client's Core Conflictual Relatíonship Theme and the Therapeutíc Relationship:
C ontent-Pt o cess Pr ofile C on' el atio ns

84

Sunrmanzing unit

Session

CCRT component 47 42 Earlv Late

I,\Iishes

Negative ROs

Negative RSs

Positive ROs

Positive RSs

- .09 .02.40

- .40

.97

- .99

- .46

- .58

- .99

- .88

- .86

- .05

- .32

- .10

.20

.95

.12

- .58

- .57

- .0E

- .01

- .09

.53 .99

- .86 - .44

- .98 .83

- .88 - .97

l/oft:. ÇQftf : Core Conflictual Relationshi}r Theme, ROs : responses of others, RSs :
responses of self.
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Table 7
CCRT Peraasiueness itt Early and Late Treøtment Phøses:
Comparison of Single-Case Data zoith Penn Psychotherapy Project Data

Single-caseu (¡¿ : r) Perurb (¡J : 33)

CCRT component Early Late Early Late

Wishes

L4

SD

ES

30.75

72.70

26.25

15.19

66.3

15.0

6'1.9

25.0

- .18 ')0

Negatrve ROs

M
SD

Ës

49.50

5.20

31.75

15.97

40.7

14.0

28.5

18.0

- .40 - .87

Negative IìSs

L4

SD

ES

s0.00

72.36

34.75

13.52

47.7

74.0

27.8

18.0

- .87 - 1.35

Positive lìOs

A,T

SD

Ës

8.33

1.53

23.00

6.08

8.6

10.0

78.7

r2.0
* 1.01+ 7.47

Positive lìSs

NT

SD

ES

76.75

11.32

2r.75
13.60

73.4

72.0

79.7

16.0

- .46 + .47

Nofe. CCRT : Core Conflictual Relatior-rship Theme, ROs : responses of others, RSs :
resporÌses of self. Pervasiveness scores are preselttecl as percentages.
a ES is the ratio of adjusted mean difference and pooled standard deviation.
b Duta are from Crits-Christoph and Luborsky (Lgg}, p.139). ES is Cohen's d.


